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Harry Belafonte to give lecture as part
of Black History Month Wed., Feb. 3.
Curricular
_. ~ Guidance Set to
Merg~ as One Unit
By David Blanks
Editor-in-Chief
~ ~ - ..
continued on -Page-2
-Students Protesting the remediation vcteat LaGuardia
Community College, Monday, Jan. 25. The CUNY Board of .
Trustees voted 10-5 to phase-out remediation.
_ _Despite .sever-al flaws, Baruch
College's 24-houropen .library -from
Dec. 11-22 attracted a large number
of students. Participation more than
doubled from that of the Spring 1998
sem.ester
The Day Session Student
Government came through on a
campaign promise to open the
library 24-hours during the week
-leading up to, and :during -fUlalS.-
However, only the second floor of the
library was open for 24-hours, which
led to
same- con-
cerns.
.FEBRUARY 3,1999
ReDlediation
'Phase-Out
Passes, Again
Five Protesters
Arrested
By Bryan Fleck
News Editor
Students and faculty packed the
Mainstage Theater at LaGuardia
&: Community College on Monday,-Jan.
a 25, to protest the Board of Trustees
~ vote to phase out remediation. The
j Board voted 10-5 in favor of the pro-
~ posal. J
The turn out was large,· consider-
ing that the meeting was held while .
·CUNY was in intermission. Baruch
College was represented by DSSG-
Vice President, Druvesh Bechu, and
ESSA President, Karrine Montaque,
both of whom protested the vote. "1
personally feel that their should be
some sort of remediation," said
Bechu, who himself had mathreme-
diation.
- ~-- ......_.- - .- ..,". '-'-- ....... -.
Despite- severalwarningsthaeany-
one disrupting the proceedings
would be subject to removal and
arrest, .chants and screa.mjl of
protest came early and often._.-.:.. .
"Keep admissions' open, stop the
war on CUNY!" was the chant that
opened a floodgate ofprotests during
the beginning phase of the meeting.
The chant began during a moment
of silence for Leon Goldstein, the
long time president of Kingsborough
Community College who passed
away Jan. 8.
Students and faculty continued
their boisterous protests, often cut-
ting off Chairwoman Anne A.
Paolucci in mid-sentence, with
chants such as "Education IS a
human right," and "1-2-3-4, CUNY
needs an open door." The noise level
made it virtuatlytmpossibte to hear·
what the trustees were saying.
Five people were arrested, includ-
ing Bill Crain, professor of psycholo-
gy at City College. Crain, a central
figure in the court injunction that
held up the original vote last May,
was arrested- on charges of disorder-
ly conduct after refusing to move
fromthe-frontof theauditorium..
The vote came after several
attempts at compromise failed,
including a proposal by trustee
_James P. Murph~ Murphys _plan
would have allowed for one semester
ofremediation for writing, but would
not -allow reading or -mathematics
remediation. Murphy.based his pr0-
posal on Statistics which show that
~he Writing test is. the hardest for
CUNY students to Pass.: More than
50 percent of CUNY students were
born in a country outside of the
United states.
con.tmued .011 P!.J6.fL~ __
~"
Remediation Resolution which
passed 9-5 last May.
As a result of.the vote, .remediation
will be phased out by Jan. 2000 at
Baruch, Brooklyn, Queens and
Hunter colleges; Sept. 2000 for
Lehman, John ff-y, City, The College
of Staten Islandand New York City
Technical Colleges; and Sept. 2001
for York and Medgar Evers Colleges.
Students may still obtain remedia-
tion at any time at CUNY communi-
ty colleges and during the summer
at CUNY four year colleges.
Men's Basketb8ll
Baruch College vs Old Westbury
- -' ~ 3:00 pm--~
17"Lex1 Gymnasium.Bixth Floor -
Job Expo '99
60 Companies, Sales And Management
5$ Admisssion, 3$ with student ID
'I'huzsday, February 11
continued from front
Remediation Resolution on'grounds
that it violated the State's Open
Meetings Law. At last May's vote,
Paolucci ordered the public out of
the room while the vote was taken in
response to protesters who disrupted
the proceedings. Six people were
arrested at the May Board meeting.
In response, the Board of Trustees
held an open meeting in the more
spacious 750-seat auditorium of
LaGuardia Community College.
The resolution passed on Monday
was identical to the 1998
Club Officer Training Workshop, Student Life
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Room 1539 (300-PAS)
Welcome Back Party, WBMB
12:30 - 4:00 pm
Room 1422 (360 PAS)
'Saturday~February 13
Sidney Mishkin Gallery Exhibition
Louis Monza: Painter, Sculptor and Printmaker
Exhibition runs through March 3
135 E 22 / Sidney Mishkin Gallery
General Meeting
Golden Key National-Honor Society
12:45 - 2:00
Room 2017 (360 PAS)
Women's Basketball
Baruch College vs. York College
2:00 pm
17 Lex / Gymnasium, Sixth Floor
Wednesday, February 3
Black History Month Opening Event
Speaker: Harry Belafonte, entertainer and humanitarian.
3:30
151 E 25/ Conference Center
Saturday, February 6
Thursday, February 4
Friday, February 5
Tuesday, February 9
Richard Wright's Haiku: This Other World
Julia Wright, Journalist and elder daughter of Richard Wright
Sponsored by Arcade Publishing
2:30 - 3:45 pm
17 Lex / Skylight Room, Room 306
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Open Admissions Debate
"To some extent this is an eleventh
hour proposal," Murphy admitted.
He added that if passed, his resolu-
tion would mute the lawsuits that
CUNY currently faces.
The most _vocal protesters were
unwilling to hear any compromise,
and the proposal only garnered six
approvals.
The vote on Tuesday was in
response to the Crain v. Reynolds
court case in which State Supreme
Court Justice Elliott Wilk barred
CUNY from. implementing its 1998
Draft One
Director of Student Life Carl
Aylman's original draft called for
proportional representation in the
three schools at Baruch College.
The Assembly would consist of one
member per every 1,000 students in
the School of Business, the School of
Liberal Arts and the School ofPublic
Affairs.
Special Ele~tion
order to create less distinction. "We
have two many factions," said
Bechu. "There is too much separa-
tion."
According to Bechu, however, all
undergraduate students would be
able to vote for both Upper and
Lower Council members. Under the
current structure only freshman and
sophomores can vote for the Lower
Council, and only juniors and sen-
iors can vote for the Upper Council.
There is concern, however, that the
referendum will not pass. Bechu is
concerned that not enough students
will turn out to support the referen-
dum. If the voter apathy of last
years elections is any indication of
the referendum's turnout, then
Bechu has a reason to be concerned.
During last May's elections, in
which the Students Together
Achieve Reform party, led by
President Lenox Henry, defeated the-
Bringing Every Student Together
party, voter turn out was poor. Only
slightly more than 15 percent of eli-
gible voters took part in the DSSG
elections. In the ESSA elections,
voter turn out was a paltry 2.1 per-
cent.
In order for the referendum to
pass, DSSG"and ESSA will need to
increase the number of students vot-
ing dramatically. According to
Bechu, DSSG and ESSA plan a full
initiative to get out the vote.
Bechu did note, however, that it is
difficult to coordinate everyone's
schedule, especially considering that
DSSG and ESSA officers are stu-
dents. They have to go to work and
then to classes as well.
Bechu said that it was hard enough
to convince just 10 percent of the
undergraduate student body to sign
a petition in order for the referen-
dum to even appear.
the entire week to vote for the refer-
endum, which requires 15 percent of
the undergraduate students to vote
in favor of the merger.
The merger proposal went through
several changes, (See side bar for
more information). The proposal
which will appear on the ballot is
significantly different from that
which was reported in The Ticker's
The current undergraduate stu-
dent government consists of two sep-
arate entities: Day Session Student
Government to represent the day
students, and Evening Session
Student Assembly to represent
evening students. Proposed is a ref-
nology and offer workshops.
As of press time, logistical infor-
mation was unavailable. When
inquiring about opinion in the
Weisman School of Arts & Sciences
this reporter was referred to the
Associate Dean. One anonymous
source said that the office staff was
too vulnerable to comment, and that
they had just found out about the
plan from Au Courant, the presi-
dent's newsletter.
ReferendUDl to Appear in
By Bryan Fleck
News Editor
. .;
The Day Session Student"
Government and Evening Session
Student Assembly have passed their
first two tests to mergeinto one gov-
ernment body, to be called the
Undergraduate Student
Government.
DSSG Vice-President Druvesh~Bechu outside ofthe DSSG office. Beehu,
and key members of ESSA and DSSG were central the restructuring effort.
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Students await a visement at the Zicklin Curricular Guidance
office, Thursday Jan. 2~ 1999. (Tickerl David Blanks)
The referendum will appear on a
special election to be held on the
week of Feb. 22. DSSG and ESSA
have received the necessary signa-
tures from 10 percent of the student
undergraduate body and has
received permission from Interim
President Lois S. Cronholm to move
forward.
Undergraduate students will have
Academic Advisement
Set to Merge.
continued from front.
It is "more of a triage...an emer-
gency room," where students are
patched up academically, she said.
Williarns feels that consolidation
will allow business students to
receive preventive medicine, and
therefor help with retention rates.
According to the final report, the
consolidation will look to SEEK as a
model. "Baruch needs to be more
proactive in providing early inter-
vention for academically at-risk stu-
dents. The model used by the SEEK
Department should be used in plan-
ning early intervention. Academic
advisement, if done well, has a pos-
itive impact on students, and
improves the retention rate at the
college," the final report read.
According to the president, she
wants to provide equally good servic-
-es to all stiidents.imake use of tech-
Under Fire
r-
India
Attacks on Christians in India have
risen at an alarming rate recently.
Christians, who make up only 2.3
percent of India's population, have
been the focus of Hindu fundamen-
talists, as the number of attacks on
Christians has risen from seven-in
1996 to 86 in 1998.
Regime Change
Iraq
Secretary of State Madeleine K.
Albright, on a tour of countries in
the Middle East, has been lauding
the United States new policy on
Iraq: "regime change." No longer
satisfied with "containment,"
President Clinton is searching for
ways to-overthrow Saddam: Hussein.
....1£'_ ..~ 1Jo_
Devastating Earthquake
Columbia
883 bodies have been recovered, and
officials fear that the total will rise
to over 1,000 in the worst earth-
quake to hit Columbia in over 100
years. In Armenia, the city worst hit
by the quake, two-thirds of the hous-
es were destroyed.
............. , ,--
2
Harsh Revenge
Ireland·
The body of an ex-Irish Republican
Army officer, Eamon Collins, was
found dead, his head smashed in.
Collins, who Wrote a book-Criticaf of
the I.RA., had been run over by a
car, and has had his car and home
set on fire by LR.A. supporters,
before being found beaten to death.
. ..";-
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Free AT&T Call Organizer" Service.
Say good-bye to the hassle of splitting phone bills between
roommates: Plus, enjoy 10¢ a minute calls and get 100
FREE minutes,
Live off campus? Get FREE AT&T Call Organizer Service.
Who says breaking up is hard to do. With our free AT&T •
Call Organizer Service, we divide your monthly bill by • •
roommate: So you'll know who made what call when.
It' s a I I wit h i n you r rea c h .1)
Sign up now and get 100 FREE minutes:
Visit www.att.com/coUege
or call I 800 654-0471 and mention offer code 66114.
.
AT&T One RatetD Off Peak·: Now you can stay in touch for
the low price of IO¢ a minute, from 7pm-7am weekdays and all
weekend long. 25¢ a minute all other times. And there's no monthly
fee: What a relief! You and your roommates will love how AT&T
makes your life easier.
...
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no more 5
Stuff our lawyersmake us say: • Terms and conditions apply. A $3 monthly minimum usale charge will apply Subject. to billing availability. 100 free minute offer based on becoming a new AT&T Res.dennal Long
Distance customer and selecting the AT&T One Rate- Plus Plan or AT&T One Rate Off Peak Plan Offer exprres 2115199. Call for details. ©1999 AT&T
,*.
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private practice and in government.
"[White] moved the Center to a posi-
tion of prominence very quickly,"
said Seron.
In the past he has served for six
years as the human rights commis-
sioner for the state of. New York
under then governor
Mario Cuomo. In
addition, White has
worked for New
York City mayors Ed
Koch and David
~ Dinkins, as well as
ri:: having a private
~ practice as an attor-
E§ ney '--focusing on
~~ labor and' human
*- ~ rights.
Coexistence Center director Douglas White Though he is leav-
relaxes at his desk, Thursday, Jan. 28. White ing Baruch White
has accepted a job as senior policy advisor for still plans to be active
the Environmental Protection. in a Coexistence Center
program to train stu-
dent leaders in conflict mediation in
the....Spring. In addition, White will
be involved in the selection process
to fill his vacated seat as director of
th~ Coexistence Center, currently
being filled by Kim Brizzolara.
According to White, the Center is
seeking to fill the position on a full-
time basis within the next month.
For: Seron, her only regret was that
White couldn't s~y longer. "I feel
bad that the students didn't get to"
-know -him better," she-said. -
floor Conference Center of the 25th
Street building. Participating in
this "Reading and Conversation
with Tony Kushner" will be profes-
sional and student actors.
Tony Kushner's works include
Angels in America, Parts One and
Two, as well as adaptations of
Ansky's The Dybbuk and Goethe's
Stella. Mr. Kushner has received a
Pulitzer Prize for drama, two Tony
awards, an Obie award and a
Whiting Fellowship., among other
awards.
His March residency will offer stu-
dents insight into the creative mind,
and into the art of playwriting. This
insight is the true goal of the Sidney
Harman Writer-In-Residence
Program. Funded by Baruch alum-
nus, Dr. Sidney Harmon ('39), chair-
man and CEO of ·Harman
International Industries, Inc., the
program reflects Dr. Harman's love
of literature. Speaking to a Baruch
Business Forum several years ago,
Dr. Harman. spoke about the need
for good writing, especially in the
world of business. He called for more
working on issues such as environ-
mental justice and brown fields, or
sites that have been polluted in the
inner-city.
With an abundance of experience
in government, White will be moving
back into the political fray. "ThIS is
" .. '
.;. .,:(.' ..t~;::~!~~~~;~:
I ;". ·~t;r::~: :~.
gram's design. Since the Harman
Visiting Professorship is housed in
the English .department, the group
also works closely with Professor
John Todd, department chair.
And what has this group planned
next?
In fall '99, non-fiction writer Jane
Kramer will be at Baruch for the
entire semester. Kramer is a well-
known author of books that include
Allen Ginsberg in America, The Last
Cowboy and
Un,settling
Europe. She is
also the
European corre-
spondent for
New Yorker
magazme.
Spring 2000
Tony KUshner will bring a fie-
! . tion writer to
Baruch. "The slot for the spring of
2000 is still open, although two well-
known novelists have indicated that
they are interested in the position,"
Professor Bernstein says.
As for the fall of 2000, play-
wright Edward Albee will be the[Kushner's] March residency writer-in-residence at the College.
• Albee, a famous playwright, has won
urilloffer students insight many awards, including a Tony
. he creatioe mi award. Albee is the author of manyisito t e creative ..mind. plays, including Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? and The Zoo Story.
poet-managers, businessmen and More master writers are
women who appreciate fine writing. being considered for the years
Subsequently, Dr. Harman decided .. ahead. The idea is to inspire Baruch
to endow the Writer-in-Residence students, whether they pursue
Program at Baruch. careers in business or the arts to,
Professor Roslyn Bernstein, appreciate great writing and to
director of the Harman Program, strive to be better writers. Harman
together with an advisory committee put it best when he says, "Good writ-
consisting of Lexa Logue, dean of the ing is revelatory. It is not merely a
School of Liberal Arts, and distin- transference offully formed material
guished professors John Brenkman, from brain to paper. Writing is an
Grace Shulman and David Reynolds, act of magical creations; writing is
meet regularly to shape the pro- discovery."
By Bryan Fleck
News Editor
Distinguished Author Tony Kushner is 1999 Sidney
Hannan Writer-in-Residence
By Jon Minners .J
News Editor
4
Douglas White stepped down as
director of administration services
for the School of Public Affairs and
director of the Coexistence Center at
Baruch College on Friday, Jan. 29.
He has accepted a job as senior poli-
cy advisor for the Environmental
Protection Agency.
"[White] was the perfect person to
start the Coexistence Center," said
Carroll Seron, dean of the School of
Public Affairs. "He really believes in
the issues that ·the Coexistence
Center stands for."
White, who was an educator at
Baruch for two years, characterized
his stay as a very good experience,
and added, "I enjoy teaching a lot."
White, who brought issues of
humanity to the forefront of the edu-
cation field as director of the
Coexistence Center, will continue to
fight for issues ------------ a politi-
close to him, "[White] mooed the cal jO?,"
including human he said,
rights and envi- Center to a position of "I have
ronmental protec-. a 1way s
tion. pro""znence very bee n
. "I've always be:n . aUiCkl~" Involved
Interested In ~ • in poli-
issues of the environment," White tics."qte will be serving as a
said. As senior policy advisor for the White House liaison on environmen-
EPA for region two, which covers . tal policy. .
New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico ~- White brought with him to Baruch
and the VIrgin Islands, he win be -a vast body of e-xperience, both .in
Educator and Director of Coexistence
Center Steps Down
You can be great at whatever you
want to accomplish in life. You can
be the best. Some are born with a
talent; some take years to perfect it.
But everyone can benefit from the
masters. Chefs learn from other
chefs, actors from other actors, and
now Baruch College offers student
writers the chance to learn from
great writers under the auspices of
the, Sidney Harman Writer-In-
Residence Visiting Professorship
Program.
At the heart of the Harman
Residency is a program where gifted
students can enroll in master classes
and workshops with great poets,
novelists, critics, journalists, essay-
ists and playwrights who are on
campus to teach, and to give read-
ings to students, faculty and the
community.
Last fall, for the program's first
semester, Yehuda Amichai, the dis-
tinguished Israeli poet, taught a
class on reading, writing and trans-
lating poetry. The Amichai residen-
cy culminated in
an event that drew
a standing-room
only crowd. Five
distinguished
poets filled in for
Mr. Amichai, who
had lost his voice, reading poems
selected by the poet. In addition, Mr.
Amichai's wife and daughter read
several of his poems in the original
Hebrew.
This semester the program con-
tinues' as Tony Kushner, an award-
winning playwright, will be the
writer-in-residence for a series of
talks that will take place on March
8, 11 and 18. His stay will also cul-
minate in a big event on Tuesday,
March 23 at 5:45 p.m. in the 7th
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Faces" project. "We got a peek 'at
one another's personality, as
opposed to seeing each other as
another blank student face."
"I enjoyed Feature Article
Writing and the ."About Faces"
theme," said Margaret Lawson,
another student. _ "It was unique
and enriching from beginning to
end. The class trips invoked a feel-
ing of family."
While the experience helped stu-
dents get to know one another, it
also challenged the students and
their writing style. It was a diffi-
cult task that all seemed to have
enjoyed.
"We were forced to use a different
writing style for each face, while
applying standard techniques such
as flow, quotes, narration, visuali-
ty, context, and characterization."
said Lawson "While I have always
enjoyed"'w.Q..ting, I was not aware of
the many technical aspects until
this point and felt more at ease
using them once I started my mem-
oir."
While Professor Bernstein helped
shape these minds and bring the
"About Faces" project to Baruch
College, the program was helped
by two assistants, Aspasia Smith
continued on page 8
'We got a peek at
one another's per-
sonality, as opposed
to seeing each other
as another' blank
student face. 7'
ary faces. The
class read two
mernorrs , one
of Doris
K ear n s
Goodwin and
. the other by
:F ran k
McCourt.
Students
learned about
many people
as well as the
time period those people lived in.
Neighborhood faces are impor-
tant to us all. The friendly store
clerk, the business that has been
around for decades and has
changed the neighborhood. The
class interviewed local businesses
in their neighborhood and how
they worked. This helped the stu-
dents get a better understanding of
their classmates and where they
lived.
Finally, each student looked at
his or her own face and wrote a
memoir about a specific moment in
their lives that made them what
.they are today. 'it is this work that
received so much attention and is
.now hanging, along with pictures
of the class members, for everyone
to see in the Journalism Gallery
until the end of February. "We
may even extend it to mid-March,"
commented Bernstein
The "About Faces" project helped
students learn about one another.
It bridged the gap ·between those
individuals who may have ne~er
talked, to one another before this'
class.
"The 'About Faces' exhibit was
wonderful," according to Cherisse
Constant; a student in the "About
. ~ .
.
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This· led
Bernstein to
send an appli-
cation to the
Bernard L.
S c hw art z
Communication
Institute 'at
Baruch for a
grant to fund
"About Faces" --
- a "communica-
tion adventure
that .merged visual, written and
oral communication," as she puts
it. The project was funded by' a
grant from this institute.
Schwartz is an alumnus of Baruch
College and the CEO and
Chairman of Loral Space and
Communications, Ltd..
The project consisted ofchanging
the normal Feature Article Writing
class into something completely
different. It became a class that
wrote feature articles about faces
and what was behind them, hence
the name "About Faces."
, F.irst, ·the class. interviewed a.
familiar face and wrote an inti-
mate portrayal of a close family
member. The next part of the class
consisted of trips" to the
Metropolitan Museum and the
Museum of Modern Art. At the
MET, the class wrote' about masks
and paintings which dealt with
faces. At MaMA, the class looked
at paintings and portrait's and
described what the faces were
thinking and what the work was
about. It is said a picture is worth
a thousand words, so this gave- the
class an opportunity to tell what
some of those words were.
Next on the syllabus were liter-
._-~---~----._-
\
By Marie C. Wong
StaffReporter
There are so many faces we run
into everyday. We ,may see a par-
ticular person in fiye of our classes,
yet we continue to know nothing
about whe-they are. Wouldn't it be
nice to learn a little more about the
people we run into all the time?
On December 14, 1998, Professor
Roslyn Bernstein and her Feature
Article Writing,· class presented
"About Faces," an exhibition of stu';
dent memoirs and portraits. The
event took place in the Journalism
Gallery, on the 11th floor of the
26th street building. The gallery
will be taken down on February
"It was unique and
enriching from
beginning to end."
By Jon Minners
,News Editor
26th, so there is only four weeks
left' of time left for students to get
to know some of the faces of
. Baruch College. If· all goes. well,
however, it won't be the last time
you'll see them. "
The "About Faces" project was
Bernstein's idea. With over 30
years of teaching experience, 25 of
the:::n spent at Baruch College,
Bernstein states that the "About
Faces" project was one of her most
memorable .and important under-
takings.
"I first began thinking about the
phrase 'about face' --- the turns in
. people's lives," she recalled.
"Then, I put this together with the
fact that feature article writers
often focus on people, on the
human actions behind events."
Writing.~lassTurns Around With "About Faces" Project
American writers, anah,et prpse haa.. Umver-sity. . avrs, ~o-:~. wmys·· ;'~Qrama about a young black actress'
been anthologized fn' ,the' .Black loOking for new creative outlet8,was .~~' refusal to disrobe for the cainera,
Woman's Health Book. so turned on by the fascinating turned out to be a huge success in
As a staron the rise, Bridgett M. Since her. childhood days back in .world qf movie-making- that she the independent film industry and,
Davis, a journalist-turned-teacher- Detroit, Davis always knew that she ..:ended ..up studying the trade for has earned several awards, includ-
turned-filmmaker, definitely has her wanted to' becomewriter and a. col- three years. . ' ing "Best Film" at the Berlin Black
foot in the door with Hollywood's lege teacher. Her love for' writing - The. glorious result is "Naked Film Festival, and "Best Feature
rich and famous. Yet, she is so close·carried her onto Acts"; Davis' first Film '97'" from the Black
to home, you may even have passed Spelman ~College feature-length, Filmmakers Hallof Fame.
her in the elevator. a few times. in Atlanta, where film .. Praised T};ly But it .. wasn't always that easy.
Davis has been an Associate profes- she received her . -,- - -_.::~:'- --~::.~-the, .. press as Success has eemea long way. It took
sor of English at Baruch College for un d e r gra d u at /"fresh, funny and two years for "Naked Acts" to finally
. the past eight years.. She teaches a ·degree.. · She ,:then ".=..~C~ original"; Naked hit the big screen. The film industry
variety of courses including made her way to .~~;~:':~ , AdS, which was was rough on the young artist, argu-·
Journalism, TV and Film Writing, New York to fulfill ,-' . 'written,'direCted' 'mg there was no audience for her
and Fiction Writing Courses.' her endeavors to ' ," and produced by film. "I listened to that [rejection] for
A former reporter for The be a journalist."Davis,.. ,. has' so long and it was really bizarre to
Philadelphia Inquirer, Davis writes and attended ·tbe." screened in'me, because I was hearing this con-
arts profiles for a host ofnewspapers r e now'. If e::d -c., • ,umm:-ous -jnter- stant lack ofbelieffrom the industry,
. throughout the US, including the Graduate'School Professor-Bri.tt M. Davlil national film fes- but getting all these wonderful
Chicago Tribune, The Atlanta of Journalism at ',,_', '._ .. - tivals and, has responses from-the 'audiences," she
Journal, The Atlanta Constitution, Columbia University. aired on the premium cable says. "So finally I just said, 'You
and the Detroit Free Press. Also a It was the excitement of New York SUndance Channel before it made know what? Pm going to trust the
~~~~~~-~-~~~:~~-~~~~~~~ . ~:I!!hol~~ __ 01 young -African- screen-wnting class at_New York , lastSeptember~ The fibn, a seDS11iVe-.- ....' ~ r" :e~o~pag~'8 .' . _.
-.,... _--- ---_.._-----~_. ~ -- - -- -- - ----_.., -._---_.~_.- --_. ---~------- ...-~-------- :-_~_. -- --- .>...;-----_.....--------~---~- ~. __.--:.~~,'~.--,.-.-~._:.. __._--~_:. -,
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FINDOUTMO
OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, February 18, 1999
360 PAS, Room 1542,
c12:3~pm-2:30pm
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Donations to the David Newton Award
for Excellence in Teaching may be sent to:
David Newton Award for Excellence in Teaching
Long Island University
Development Department
700 Northern Blvd.
Brookville, NY 11548
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continued from page 7
and Christine Grant; who gave hours of
work to make sure thep~was a suc-
cess. ,.
Smith used her knowledgeand resources
to help students research factsfor theirvar-
ious stories and memoirs. Inst:nnnEntal in
setting up the two trips to the musemns,
Smithsroutaieaehmuseum andsetupthe
whole tour for the students sothey<nJ1d see
the best sites that pertained to the "About
Faces" project.
.Grant is responsible for all of the photo-
graphs at the event The pictures which
hang next to the memoirs are a worltofher
art. Grant, whose credits also include pho-
tography for Baruch's ''Dollars and $ense"
magazine, is an up and corning photogra-
pherwhose first show is "AboutFares." She
worked with all twenty students, taking
black and white pictures ofeach of them.
The result was the gallery exhibit IlO\V'
open to the public on the 11th floor of360
PAS. The students helped put together the
gallery selecting their photoc3ptions and
the particular page of the memoir that
would hang in the gallery The students
helped stage the show for the opening
where theyreadfrom theirwoiks infrmt of
a vast audience.'
Thpics included the difficultiesin emigrat-
ing to America, losing a job, raising a child
with special needs, embracingttaditi<n and
facing tragedy; among others. Sametta
Thompson let everyone know that "lifu is
__about many things;-but winning .is tbe. ~
essence," in her story of how competiti<n.
played an importantpartofherlife. Colleen
Annstrong discussedhow she overcame an
embarrassing situmen and came out m
top. Each student had an imprtant stay
to tell aboutthe moments that~ his
orher lives.
"It was a fantastic experienre," reJata;
Bernstein. ''Now, evayme in dass would
like to publish an "About Faces"an~
ofstudent portraits and memoirs. We are
actively lookingfur a pihlisher." .
Ifall goeswell,thesbdentsandtheir~
will ottdisappearwhen thegaDeryistakro
down. It may live CD in a book, so anyme
will be able to learn abwtthepEql1ebehind
the faces dthis class.
, In the~sWdeot,--~mRoeun,
"this is notjustan essay WritingooiJrse, itis
an experienre cfa lifttirrie."
CUNY Leader Dies At Age 76
In 1975, Newton left CUNY to
serve as vice chancellor of Long
Island Univ.ersity's C.W. P9St cam-
pus. Long Island University even
created the David Newton Award for
Excellence in Teaching, which for
the past 10 years, has been given
annually to teachers at the universi-
ty.
A native New Yorker, born to Polish
immigrants, Newton served in.
World War II as part Of Merrill's
Marauders, an army unit that infili-
trated Burma. He returned to the
United States to attend New York
, University' from which he received
his bachelor's, master's and doctoral
"-degrees.
Mr. Newton also served as dean of
Adelphi's University College, vice
provost for faculty and staff rela-
tions at Adelphi and special assis-
tant to the president until retiring
last August
Newton was buried January 13th
at Calverton National Cemetery. He
is survived by his wife, his sister,
and five children.
By Syed A. Bokahri
Senior Staff Writer
FEBRUARY 3, 1999
One of the most outspoken and
charismatic individuals to ever
grace the City University of New
York has died. Dr. David Newton, a
champion of student causes died at
his home on January 11th as a result
of heart failure.
Newton refused to allow himself to
fade into the background. His tire-
less efforts have improved the quali-
ty of life at CUNY, and have allowed
a greater number of individuals to
reap the benefits of a college educa-
ti~. .
One of Newton's greatest accom-
plishments was to lead a task force
to help carry out the open admis-
sions program at CUNY in 1969,
when Newton was a Dean at Baruch
College. The controversial program
relaxed the University's admission
standards, allowing any individual
with a high school diploma to attend
classes at CUNY. His panel
assessed the situation, considering
the pending influx of students, many
of whom would require remediation
and financial aid. The panel recom-
mended, among other things, a ~ni­
versity-wide testing program, a
predecessor to the current CUNY
J?lacement tests.
continued from page 7
raised the first $30,000 from friends
and family .in her native Detroit and
got the remainder of the $ 350,000 it
took to make "Naked Acts" from a fel-
low Spelman College alum. Davis, who
finished the :film in 1996, sought a dis-
tributor for a year before deciding to
distribute, market and promote the
film herself. "It was a battle," she
remembers. But the hard work paid off.
Prior to "Naked Acts", Davis has put
her foot in the independent movie busi-
ness with the two short films "Last
Wish" (1992, Third World Newsreel)
and "Creative Detours" (1992, 1WN).
Her film ideas, she says, are generated
by many sources ranging from close
friends, self-experiences, students at
Baruch, and even Oprah.
Life after ''Naked Acts" looks promis-
ing. Davis is currently working on a
second feature-length film, entitled
"Abbey Road", a drama about an alter-
native singer/songwriter who must
fight against the music industry's limit-
ed definitions of black music. Davis is
also about to complete her first novel,
entitled "Shifting Through Neutral.
So what about Davis, the Baruch pro-
fessor? All the success has left her pret-
ty much down to earth. "My biggest
~~omplis~~llUi~e_I!l)':_~tl!.d~nts_who
have gone on to pursue their passion,
be it film, or writing careers." Davis
encourages her students, especially
those who are interested. in writing
and/or film-making to "go for the gold."
Knowing that Hollywood can be tough
on young talents at times, she makes
sure to remind her students to always
do their homework. "It is important to
watch a lot of different films," she
stresses. "Especially movies that are
shown in art house cinemas and films
that you can rent from small, inde-
pendent video stores.". Her ultimate
advice to all students: "Use the city as
your campus." You ought to follow her
advice. After all, she has seen and done
it all
TICKER FEATURES
delicacies of interacting with a
potential employer during a meal.
He has studied table decorum exten-
sively and gave all attendees a pam-
phlet, which he authored, outlining
the do's and don'ts of a corporate
business lunch. .
Brody started the luncheon lecture
with the menu, explaining what a
"guest" should order, which is not
necessarily the most expensive item
on the menu. A guest should take a
cue from the host when ordering, if
the host suggests the most expensive
item, then it is okay to order it.
Otherwise, choose a medium-priced
item. Women should always put
their purses in their laps. No easy
task when you are carrying a fifty
pound book bag. Brody 'suggests
leaving large bags at home and
bringing a small purse instead so
that this rule can be practically
applied.
He meticulously showed the stu-
dents how to slurp-up soup, a very
complicated, yet tasty task. He
demonstrated how to sit, how to fold
napkins, what fork to use, how to
break butter and how to eat bread.
Brody delightfully hopped from
table to table and charmed all with
his affable manner while he
responded to queries such as "When
should the small talk end?" and
"When should the business discus-
sion begin?" He advised us not to
worry, lose face or be embarrassed if
we ever forget the corporate eti-
quette rules, and God forbid, pick
the wrong fork or drop food all over
the floor during
a luncheon
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.' . The Corporate
Etiquette
Luncheon was
jointly sponsored
by the Women of
Color Network
and the VIce
president for
Student Development, Samuel D.
Johnson Jr. However, it was Seung's
effort that brought the luncheon to
fruition. Under Brody's instruction,
every attendee was enlightened by
the obscure, but useful knowledge of
corporate luncheon etiquette.
Seung informed the attendees that
if the event is a success, Baruch sen-
iors will always have an opportunity
to attend a "Corporate Etiquette"
seminar. Everyone agreed that the
first ever - Corporation Etiquette
Luncheon was an overwhelming and
delicious success.
• a;: <:;:0:0
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By Leisa B. Gibson
Contributing Writer
Have you ever been invited to a
business luncheon with a potential
employer and were a nervous wreck
because you weren't sure which fork
to use or 'what to do with your nap-
kin? Do you know where to place'
your purse or whether or not to par-
take of alcoholic beverages? What
will you do when the potential
employer orders desert and you've
just begun a diet? .Violet Seung, the
chair of the Women of Color Network
and a' SEEK counselor in the
Student Development division, has
the answers for you.
Sueng, with the assistance of Dr.
Richard Brody, director of pre-pro-
fessional development, organized
the first ever Corporate Etiquette
Luncheon held Nov. 12, 1998 in Sal
Anthony's Restaurant at 55 Irving
Place. Baruch seniors were treated
to a lavish luncheon, including an
appetizer, entree and desert, while
being instructed on the fine art of
culinary decorum. As the students
enjoyed exquisite platters, they were
invited to ask all the questions that
they were too embarrassed to ask
their family or friends.
Seung left no crumb unturned. She
insisted that the students have an
authentic corporate luncheon
replete with genuine silverware.
"No! No! Plastic is not good enough
for my students!" said Seung. She
asked Baruch's caterer's to sponsor
the event, but they wanted to use
•Dr. Richard Brody, director of pre-professional
development, gives etiquette lessons at the first
ever Corporate Etiquette Luncheon, held Nov 12,
1998. Photo by Dr. Juanita Howard.
Seniors Receive Crash Couzse
on Corporate Luncheon Etiquette
_L.- _
cheap plastic flatware and common
paper napkins and "they were too
expensive!" She believes that the
only way to properly learn table
manners is by actual participation
in a realistic environment. She can-
didly admitted to experiencing a
moment of embarrassment when she
forgot to put her napkin in her lap at
a formal function. She never wants
a Baruch student to be in that kind
of predicament.
Brody 'gallantly hosted and lec-
tured the eager, hungry students
concerning proper business table eti-
quette. He used a step-by-step
approach to explain the intricate
...
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problems with remediation. Neither
would they take on the challenge to
implement such a drastic change. It
took a rocket scientist like Guiliani
to enlighten the Board. How sad.
Maybe the officials at Columbia, St.
Johns or New York University will
consider eliminating their remedia-
tion programs also, but then, maybe
those officials understand what an
education is really about, and are not
as irrational and gullible as the
CUNYs Board of Trustees.
Karrine Montaque
ESSA President
despite the will of the people.
It is important, then, that we exer-
cise our voices while we still have
one. We are now in the beginning
stages of selecting a new president
for our college.
On December 7, 1998, two repre-
sentatives from Isaacson-Miller vis-
ited Baruch to gauge opinion on the
type of president Baruch needs to
lead this institution into the 21st
century. Outside of The Ticker, no
students attended 'the open house
meeting that evening.
While the debate was lively and
healthy in communicating the issues
that the next president will need to
address, it lacked one important
ingredient - the student's voice. If
we do not let our voices be heard,
then do not be .surprised if the next
administration at Baruch turns a
deaf ear to our concerns.
The House and Senate have turned
their backs on the will of the people,
D9n't turn your back on the political
-process.- If it seems-that politicians
have turned a deafear, then SHOUT
'LOUDER!!! .
Who Chooses the President?
r----
By Bryan Fleck
News Editor
With the historic impeachment of
President Clinton by the House of
Representatives and subsequent
trial in the Senate, we, the students
of Baruch College, need to take stock
of - our own situation. The
Presidential Search Committee at
Baruch has hired the national
search firm of Isaacson-Miller to
select candidates for a permanent
president to replace Interim
President Lois S. Cronholm.
Ifthe debacle ofPresident Clinton's
impeachment is to teach us any-
thing, it is that the students need to
be directly involved in the process of
selecting our president. Otherwise,
the decision will be made for us. If
the United States truly has a repre-
sentative democracy, then why, when
polls consistently show two-thirds of
the American public favoring an
immediate end to the impeachment
process, does the show gO on?
_Because it is a partisan atte~tto
~r a popular1y~ electedpnmdent,
knowledgeable bureaucrats, influ-
enced by the political -infiltration of
Mayor Guiliani, voted to end remedi-
ation at senior colleges. A larger stu-
dent turnout would not have fostered
a different result. It was a done deal.
The Board members had already
reached a decision. No compromise,
amendments or second thoughts
were to~considered.
The credit to Mayor Guiliani is well
e-
deserved. Once again he has suc-
ceeded' in preying on the poor,
minorities and immigrants. As if
problems with the Cab drivers and
street vendors were not enough,
CUNY students are to be a part of
his legacy. Guiliani's era proved that
illegal acts such as drug trafficking
is no longer tolerable in New York
City, but as the oppressed get
smarter and begin to enroll ill; col-
lege, he finds a way to keep them
out.
In all the years that the members
on the Board of Trustees held their
position, no one had foreseen the
"Once again,
[Guiliani] -has succeed
in preying on the
poor, minorities and
imigrants."
These proposals were to no avail.
Supporters of remediation pointed
out that open admissions test results
from the fall 97-98 semester rose
from 47 percent to 62 percent at
Baruch, Queens and other senior col-
leges. This increase was attributed
to the higher academic standards or'
such colleges. - The supporters
argued that students, who are "too
ignorant" to pass high school math
such as calculus should not be admit-
ted to senior colleges.
The injunction by Justice Wilk that
prevented the University from
implementing the May 26, 1998
remediation resolution, on the
ground that the Board violated the
state's open meetings law, paved the
way for a wider margin of support to
end remediation. In the end, 10
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Entangled in "Nappy Hair"
What incident has created hatred, should be that the children get
sadness and a wider gap between taught, .not what color skin the
blacks and whites? The"Nappy teacher that reads a certain book
hair" incident, at an elementary has. The parents starting this
school! Where have the children lost ordeal should be ashamed of them-
a teacher they loved because she had selves for not putting their children's
to move from her job to feel secure welfare, but their own ignorance and
and not fear for her life? At an ele- racism first. We will never be able to
mentary school in Brooklyn! Does fight this disease called ignorance if
the situation strike anyone but me we're not united and we will never
as pathetic? In a world divided by ever win the battle if we don't stop
color lines and injustice we should be polluting our children's minds. That
nothing but happy when someone (in goes for Blacks, Whites, Hispanics,
thiscase the young teacher) is trying Asians. In other words, all of us! It
to bridge the gap. How can someone doesn't matter where you are from or
condemn a young teacher trying to what color your skin is. .
teach her class self-esteem? Here is someone trying to do her
Someone stated that this book was best, trying to fight ignorance, trying
written by a black author for black to cure this dreadful disease, she is a
children, but was not to be used by a true pioneer, just like the anti-slave
white teacher to teach these black activists long ago. And what do we
children. Where is this world head- do? We don't allow her to fight, we
ing if we have to select the books to threaten to kill her. In fact, we, in a
be read by skin color? Should there way, kill her and her spirit. For
maybe be a section - in the school what? For reading a book of encour-
library for books appropriate to be agement to our children. I thOught
read by white teachers and books to this was the 90's. Maybe I have to go
be read by black teachers? Should back and check my almanac. It
we maybe go back to segregated makes me want to cry, and it totally
schools or at least group children by makes me loose hope!
skin color? God forbid there would
be a child of mixed heritage. Michelle Johnson
The only important thing at a
school in an area like Bushwick,
with record high failing records'
c
-Fascism Takes a Step Forward
.
-----, -~---- - ---
Nappy, Oh Nappy....
- ---- ._---- .. ---- . __ ... ..,.... _------
On January 25, 1999, the Board of trustee. and former CUNY
Trustees adopted the same policy as Chairperson, also tried to proposed
in their May 26, 1998 meeting to an amendment that would allow one
vote on remediation. The Board was semester of remediation in senior
to conduct the meeting at a time colleges. He believed this would help
wh:~ cla~ses were not in session, in students pass Math and English and
anticipation that a lot of students · give non-native English speakers an
would not attend tile meeting. At the opportunity to improve their writing
meeting, students were outnum- skills.
bered by the police officers and the
turnout of the faculty seemed pro-
portionate to that of the students.
Still, the presence and energy of the
students was felt as the sounds of
"1-2-3-4 CUNY needs an open door,"
and "education is right, fight, fight,
fight," drowned the voices of the
Board of Trustees. Anne Paolucci,
chairwoman of the Board constantly
warned that students would be
forcibly removed if they did not keep
quiet. Nevertheless, students con-
tinued to chant and shout but the
Board members were adamant in
carrying on with their duties.
In an attempt to avert the Board's
decision on remediation, Edith
Everett, a trustee on the Board, read
letters that were written to Mayor
Guiliani by successful. CUNY gradu-
ates who advocated the importance
of remediation and the need for it to
be continued. She stated that the
Board's previous decision to end
remediation was unfair and
inequitable. She advised that the
issue was not about remediation, but
about access to education and that
more thought should be given to the
decision. James P. Murphy , a
"
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During the week of Feb. 22, the students of Baruch College will -
be asked, to vote on a special referendum to merge the day and
evening student undergraduate governments into a united body:
The Undergraduate Student Government (USG).
Students should vote yes in support of this merger because
USG will partly diminish the archaic 'delineation between day
and evening stmderrts. The bottom line is that there is no longer
the need for two such governm.ents.
Frequently, students shift from day to evening, or vice-versa.
S.uch shifts do not represent a massive philosophical difference
between the two groups, but rather are often merely a matter of
scheduling convenience. This is a simple matter which does not
need the burden of a two government system. Let's scale back
government,
And for those students who feel that they are defined by their
status as either day or (more likely) evening students, do not for-
get that USG still calls for two day and two evening students rep-
resented in the Upper Council, and proportional representation
of day and evening students in the Lower Council.
While the proposed referendum is sigrrificanfly better than the
current government structure and should be supported, DSSG
and ESSA did not go far enough. The original draft was much
more daring, and would have brought about greater change.
Instead, D,SSG and ES~Aopted to revert back to' the Upper and
Lower Council, instead of a much more practical representation
of the three schools: the School of Business, the School of Liberal
Arts and the School ofPubfic Affairs. Our student government
should reflect these differences more so than the differences
between day and evening students, which may have worked in
the 1960's, but clearly has outworn its welcome.
If you do not agree, then ask yourself this: if you are a day busi-
ness student, who do you have more in common with in your aca-
dem.ic endeavors, the day Liberal Arts student or the evening
Business student?
I( your answer was the latter, then vote yes 'to the student gov-
ernment m.erger. As we enter the 21st century we need a united
student government who will represent the diversity of today's
students, not yesterday's students. This referendum is a step in
the right direction.
I
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melanated Latinos, Asians etc. For the
most part these people are said to come
from a "Thir~ World." White
Americans cower in fear as these
immigrants from "primitive" nations
:.''",gteal'' all their jobs or join "gangs"
whose function is to seek out white
women and rape them . But what do
all these terms mean ? Like have you
ever stopped for moment and thought
about the word "minority?" What does
hi ?t s mean ...
Is this word used to take away the
fact that peoples of color are actually
the majority as they constitute three-
fourth's of the world's population'?
Who is the real minority here and why
do they go to so much trouble to
remind us of this. Furthermore; can
anybody please tell me where the sec-
ond world is anyway?' And why is
World War I referred to as a world war
when none of the Afrikan , Central
American, Caribbean or the .Pacific
Islands were major players. Why is the
United Nation touted as a shining
example of unity when the five, perma-
nent members/ United' Kingdom,
United States, France Russia and
China) have a strangle chokehold on
all the other nations by monopolizing
all the votes. These questions and
more could be 'further answered and
developed but I think I have exhausted
my word count and my Editor-in-Chief
is downmy throat!
See you next time, Peace...
the movie Chris Tucker went around
spewing the word "Nigger" in every
other sentence. In one particular scene
Jackie Chan and Chris Tucker enter a
bar and Tucker proceeds to greet every
black man there with, "What's up,
. Nigga?" Later Chan (who had just
arrived from China and did not know
the complicated ways of the people)
.went back and referred to these same
Afrikan men as "Niggers." Judging by
the huge bar fight that occurred after-
wards they were not the least bit
pleased with this. This is the insanity.
Why are black people so enraged
when a white person calls us Nigger?
Where are the penalties imposed by us
within our own community on the mis-
guided Afrikan who does the same?
Why do we continue to support the
Afrikan artist who continues to defame
herself and her people. It is exactly for
this reason why we must seek -out
media forms that speak to us as a pea-
pIe. We have to realize that our strug-
gle will not be discussed during
Channel 7's primetime. Our solutions
to our problems are found in the most
despised forms of communication. It's
called ...(drumroll please) A BOOK!!
The latest book I read entitled
:YURUGU: An African-Centered
Critique of European Cultural
Thou~ht and Behavior by the great
. Marimba Ani was very difficult read-
ing but I found it most excellent for
breaking down terms that are used
daily. These terms, although more sub-
tle, are as equally as damaging to the
Afrikan psyche.
In this country the word "minority" is
used by the media to describe people of
color -African, Native Americans,
2
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. For all the International Students at Baruch College
I.S.S.C.
proud Iy presents the annual
the circumstances, no one can silence
. TIllS Afrikan drum and the struggle
must continue. So let us begin.
There is an old saying that goes
something like this:
"Sticks and stones may break my
bones but words shall never hurt me."
We, as an Afrikan people, who seek to
REPROGRAM ourselves knows this is
the farthest froin the troth. We, as an
Afrikan, know there is an even older
saying that says that: the pen is might-
ier that the sword. People who make
their living off ofwords know this best.
The poet, writer or journalist can testi-
fy to the fact that one word replaced by
another can give your sentence an
entirely different meaning. Although
words and images are primarily taken
at face value they appeal to your sub-
conscious as well. This is why millions
of dollars are spent on the media and
why Disney thinks it can get away
with putting pictures of naked women
in its children's cartoons.
What else my dear friends, but the
media. can be credited with an infinite
number of negative stereotypes and
images that are aimed at the Afrikan
and other peoples of color. This perpet-
uate:' the evil cycle of our self hatred
which can be seen through songs like
"Money, Cash, Hoes" and derogatory
terms like "nigger" and "good/bad hair"
that are used constantly within the
Afrikan community. Many times the
brainwashed Afrikan will accept these
European contrived terms to describe
themselves.
For example, just recently I saw the
movie "Rush Hour" (which is a thinlv
disguised remake of the Beverly Hill~
Cop) where throughout the majority of
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By Sergy Tabuteau
Op-Eds Editor
Welcome Back People! I hope you
enjoyed your winter break. Mine was
eventful to say the least. Once I got
back I found myself in endless conver-
sations where I spoke to several people
who told me they went home for the
holidays. I wish I could've done the
same but such is life. So, as my friends
ran around naked on the beaches of
the Caribbean I got to stare at the
homeless on the A train. But on the
brighter side, since coming back to
school my scenery has changed for the
most part. Instead of looking at the
helpless victims of capitalism I get to
observe the zombie-like faces of
Baruch students who are prisoners ofa
grand misinformation campaign.
Speaking of victims, zombie-like stu-
dents and misinformation campaigns,
The Ticker will be going through some
changes that the reader should be
aware of. Due to a recent editorial vote
all columns will be restricted to half a
page. That's right, you heard it here
first. The authors of Kiro's Legend,
Two Left Feet, DX Files, Third Eve
View, Girl Talk, Bov Talk and v~u
guessed it, the notbri;us My Tv.. o C~nts
will no longer be able to revel in their
artistic expressions.
Due to these oppressive measures-
uh, I mean changes, there will be less
social commentary, controversial state-
ments, eye -catching illustrations and
the wonderful witticisms by yours
truly. the "original" Haitian Sensation.
Only you the reader can let us know if
the wisdom of our editors are on point
or a bit farfetched. But regardless of
As an International- Student you have to fill these forms out so make sure you visit the workshop where you can get
-- -~- -- .. _-~._--~~----~~ - -c------ ~ -~ - ~ . - .. _ _ ~ . _ .ctlcf youworr-ies t.Q~en care of in one shot.
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ness is the employees and how they
feel about management. When
asked to explain his approach for a
successful working relationship with
his employees, Sagor explained that
he does not separate himself from
his employees with titles and duties,
he considers' himself an employee
and shares in all that needs to be
done. Anyone who has built a busi-
ness from the ground up knows it
takes dedication, hard work, and
long hours. Sagor feels this is par for
the course as he currently puts in
fourteen hour days, everyday, at his
two stores.
.But" if.-YQu.are thipking_ this store --
only-ca"tenrto-the-paHe~; tb i rlk again.
Sagor offers a full line of stuffed ani-
mals, greeting cards, and other gift
giving ideas for special occasions.
With ValentiIie's Day around the
comer, every Baruch student should
pick their sweet heart up something
special for their sweet tooth from
Pacific Nuts & Chocolate.
likely to end, the year not much bet-
ter than in break-even territory, or
even in the red. In short, the S&P
hardly indicates the return of the
broad market, but oqly of a few m~­
ket value goliaths. <tf!?
In fact, research by Solomon indi-
cates that a whopping 71.6 percent
of all common stocks underper-
formed the S&P 500 in: 1998 by more
than 15 percent. This is the highest
level of underperformance since
Solomon began tracking this statis-
_~~ ~ 1971. In only four years since
1971 did50-=-~t.or more of US
common stocks underperform the
S&P by over 15 percent.
Furthermore, never has the level of
underperformance of the broad mar-
ket versus the S&P exceeded 60 per-
cent. Not until this year, that is. .
_ To give you an idea what the over-
all market did, andto make you feel
better about your personal perform-
ance, here are--some numbers provid-
ed courtesy of ~....saith
Barney's Eq1lity Sb.t_.::~.
The unweigbtecl Jeta1'a.Gt..- DiIb
~_'pWe'<l8;·" '-
, ~ ,
.. I' ~ • .. ..." .. - ~ ..
"It cost nothing
.... - .. ....., ..._--- --- --- .......-....... -- --- - - .......... -- -
-to be- nice. tt
service is .one key that keeps people
coming back. Using word of mouth
as a valuable tool, Sagor is counting
on satisfied customers to spread the
word and become regulars.of his
shop.
One major component of any busi-
"Ifyou uieren't in
thebiggest
stocks...You were
likely to end the
year..•in break-
eoenterritory; or
even in the red."
that the S&P's return was almost
three times the historical norm.
The distortion between the S&P
and the broader marker is caused by
the bias the S&P gives to large
stocks in its policy ofweighting com-
panies by market capitalization. For
example, Microsoft is going to have a
much greater impact than General
Motors does, since Microsoft's mar-
·ket $p dw8rfS Gil's. Therefore, in
ness." This approach is applied to all '
perishables even ifit results in a loss
for the store. This is the case with
the frozen yogurt machine, when it's
cleaned, a lot. of product is lost, but
the results are fresh tasting yogurt.
It also allows for the availability of
several different flavors, which
would not be the case if the same
product were to stay in themachine
all week. Quality and customer
service are not the only things this
entrepreneur is proud of, he takes
. pleasure in saying "the ice-cream is
low fat," and with a health club
across the street, it should be. As we
spoke, he gave me a sample ofyogurt
and a card highlighting the twelve
selling points of his Only 8, no-fat
yogurt.
"It cost nothing to be nice, and giv-
ing free samples to people who spend
money- is not bad." Sagor speaks
with certainty; ~r five years in 'the
business he feels he knows what con-
sumers want, excellent customer
TIC·~P-RH:Q-Rl~~~~;r:-TARY3, 1999
By Graceann Hall
StaffReporter
'98 Performance Not So Rosy
Flanked on one side by a bustling
Market Indicators Deceive Many
At the close of 1998, investors
seemed relieved. After all, on
December 31, the S&P 500 index had
a total return of 28.6 percent, accord-
ing to Solomon-Smith Barney. This
was in addition to tales of"acne faced:
entrepreneurs who made millions
overnight fro~ Internet stocks.
By Dov Gertzulin
Business Editor
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here is that this group consists of
only 116 issues, the smallest group
by far.
What can we determine from this
"large cap effect?" "The negative
market breadth is very disturbing
and is so strong and persistent that
it can reasonably be predicted the
markets are due for a correction,
given the vulnerability of the large
caps," said Howard Ross, professor of
finance and economics at Baruch":
College. Although, some on Wall
Street feel the large cap returns are
justified, since these companies have
long track records of increasing
earnings and building shareholder
value.
To sum it up, the majority of US
stocks posted dismal performances
in 1998, especially if they had a
small market cap. Actually, the
small-cap group went thr.ough a pret-
ty fearsome bear market by any
measure. Wall Street brokerage
houses point to the greatly bally-
hooed S&P return with a loud ''hur-
rah," saying once again that
American financial wizardry reins
supreme. However, these numbers
only indicate the returns of a few
companies in the US common equity
,market. The S&P return is far from
an indicator of what the average
company returned in 1998.
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Solomon's Warantz makes a point
of how lopsided the S&P return was
this year. "The top 50 contributors,
or just 10 percent of the total num-
ber of companies, accounted for over
87 percent of the S&P 500's perform-
ance in 1998," he said.
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39.63%
-Note: Returns exclude income. Unweighted arithmetic S&P SOO return is an
approximation. All unweighted returns are geometric unless arithmetic is
indicted.
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''The top 50 con-
tributors, orjust
10 percent ofthe
total number of
•companies,
accounted for over
87 percent ofthe
S&P 500'8 per-
formance in 1998."
from a more positive angle, if your
portfolio trailed the S&P 50G by less
than 15 percent, you stiil managed to
outperform 72 percent of all common
stocks," Warantz added,
The largest controversy revolves
around the return of the S&P. Many
money-managers scrutinize this
index since their own personal per-
formance is usually measured
against it, On a weighted basis, the
majority of managers underper-
formed the S&P 500 return of 26.67
percent beforeincome, and 28.6 per-
cent including it. The average U.S.
stock fund returned 14.52 percent,
Market Indicators Deceive Many
continued from page 15 with - the average growth fund
fl~g Nasdaq was a dismal -20.04 returning 22.86 percent, according to
percent. This number is a much bet- Lipper, Inc. Clients want to know
ter indicator of Nasdaq performance why they are paying professionals
than the return of 39.63 percent fees which climb for some into the
~~edbyfuew~~~~~xfur~ milli~sp&~~if~-------------------------------------~
year. The weighted Amex (American they could have
. Stock Exchange) index was slightly just invested in a
in the black, returning 0.64 percent low fee index-and
according to Dow Jones. However, beat the pro's by
the Amex is much like its over the over ten percent-
counter cousin concerning unweight- age points.
ed performance, which was a star- The profession-
tling -27.40 percent. And even the als however are, ,
NYSE Composite, which had a crying foul, since
weighted return of 16.56 percent, the majority of
ended the year -13.83 percent on an them handily out- .5
unweighted basis. performed the S&P ~
"Even though the S&P rose 26.7 on an unweighted ~ 0% +---
percent, almost three-quarters of the basis. But the real it
common stocks investors could have kicker is there are
, 'had in their portfolio failed to return disagreements how
even 8 percent," said Jeffery the unweighted
Warantz of Solomon-Smith Barney. S&P return should
"In fact, 66 percent of all common be calculated.
stocks in the U.S. equity universe Keeping it simple
went down in 1998. Looking at this (meaning that you
don't need a Ph.D.
in math to under-
stand the follow-ing), there are two '-- ...,...-_---1
methods ofcalculating the unweight- ___ As a final point, this year's imbal-
ed return. Method one, called the anced returns in the US equity mar-
arithmetic method, equally weights kets can best be characterized as the
the portfolio at the beginning of the big stocks went up, the small ones
year, adjusted for any changes S&P went south. Basically, if you had a
may make. The arithmetic return portfolio consisting of only small cap
for the S&P in 1998 was approxi- stocks, you were likely to end the
mately 11 percent before income, and year in the red. This is evidenced by
13.5 percent including. the return of the Russell 2000 index,
The real quantitative purists don't which tracks small cap stocks, and
agree with this number arguing that ended the year down 3.45 percent,
in truth, this isn't an unweighted underperforming the S&P by over 30
portfolio. They hold that the S&P percent. ~
portfolio must be evaluated by its More startling than the Russell fig-
geometric return. The unweighted ure is the breakdown of all US equi-
geometric return gives even less of a ty returns by market cap, compiled
bias to a large cap then the by Solomon-Smith Barney's Equity
unweighted arithmetic, (Note that Strategy Group. Companies with a
there is a lot more to the geometric market valu~ of less than $250 mil-
calculation than this. For this arti- lion returned -24.14 percent on an
cle's purpose, however, we are just unweighted basis. This is no small
trying to keep it simple). According number of companies, but actually
to the geometric return, Solomon- the largest group consisting of 5508
Smith Barney calculates S&P per- issues. What's more, the group that
formance to be a scant 5.95 percent. posted the largest gains were the
This is far below the S&P weighted largest companies by market value,
return of 28.6 percent, and even far the ones in excess of $20 billion. As
below the average stock fund return a group, they returned on average
of 14_52 percent. 25.94 percent. The startling fact
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By DavidLo
David: And this was back in
1996?
Tara: I answered that ad back in
December of 1996. So we actually didn't ~tartworking until ...
David: Were you the first person to answer the ad or were you just
one of many, many people that had come in to try out for the audi-
tions?
Tara: I was the last person because I was the person, but yeah, they had
seen quite a few. And it just, didn't click with anybody else. s-
David: How did the band originate?
Tara: Tony Rabalao, who's the
drummer and TOD?- McKay, who is
the bass player, had worked on
several projects together around·
Toronto and other parts of Canada
and actually recorded an album so
they've known each other for a
number of years. During another
project that they were working on,
d.the wanted to start
their own band. So it started with
them. They knew Thomas, the
guitar player, from around Toronto
and I was the last to join. I actual-
ly answered an ad in the paper. I
had moved to Toronto, hmm, I'd
been in 'Toronto for about six
months and definitely missing
music and I just decided to answer
an ad. I wasn't sure what that
would lead to. But it was a very
instant connection for everybody.
Canadian rockers Joydrop are on a whirlwind tour to promote their
debut album, "Metasexual." One of Tommy Boy Music's few rock acts,
Joydrop's lead singer, Tara Slone and I recently had the chance to discuss
over some of the things the band is about and how Joydrop plans to be a
major player in the rock scene in the next few months.
exciting the crowd with her stage presence and with fireworks as well. Do
all country artists have fireworks at their concerts? Anyway, she provided
., half an hour of nonstop fun. Eagle Eye Cherry, a lesser known artist, fol-
lowed Shania, he ended with his hit, "Save Tonight.
Making their second Jingle Balls .appearance, was the Goo Goo Dolls! A
crowd favorite, they performed "Name","Slide", and a few other songs before
Monica came on. She only sang a few songs, ending with her latest hit
"Angel of Mine". Finally the night ended, 6 hours later, with the one and
only Boyz II Men. I thought it was a shame that they had to end itbecause
people were walking out on one of the greatest R&B groups ever but that
didn't stop them from putting on a great performance, throwing dozens of
long stemed roses to the audience and singing hits hits like "End of the
Road". They ended the night with their song on The Prince of Egypt sound-
track, "I Will Get There".
Jingle Balls 1998 was a smashing success even if it was a little too long.
But I'm not complaining. After .all, who gets to see ten of the hottest per-
formers, peppered with appearances from stars, in one night? I can't wait
to see how ZlOO tops themselves this vear.
.,
Welcome to one of the most hyped
and anticipated radio concert events
ever! The radio station 100.3
FrvllZ100 hosted their annual charity
event, the Jingle Balls concert, at
Madison Square Garden on
December 17, 1998. It featured a
lineup of ten sizzling artists, includ-
ing fresh faces and more established
artists. Tickets sold out in five min-
utes, leaving many fans desperate
-nough to shell_ out big bucks to
<calpers. I was lucky enough to have
a friend purchase tickets. Now~.
you're alllucky enough to have a re-
enactment of the concert courtesy of
vours truly.
Z100 didn't waste any time, the concert kicked off at 7pm on the nose with
a little swinging action from the Brian Setzer Orchestra, who did a great
job warming up the crowd. To keep the audience entertained during the
band changes, different DJs came
onstage to hype up the crowd, and
introduce the next act. ZIOO was
also armed with special guest
announcers such as Aerosmith,
Semisonic, Wayne Gretsky, Susan
Sarandon and Lauryn Hill, who,
unIortunately, did not "sing for- -us .:
Wait, I lied, she teased us with a
few lines from "That Thing". . But
that's ok, there were plenty of other
singers there!
I wonder how ZIOO determined
the order of appearances for this
concert because they whipped out
-----tr;eir-i>ig-guIlS pretty early. 'Nsync
was the second act onstage after Edward McCain. 'Nsync is without a doubt
a chart topping group, but I just didn't see what all the fuss is about.
Actually they reminded me of the Power Rangers. They were onstage wear-
ing unicolored pajama set outfits. There was a red, blue, silver, green, and
purple outfit, complete with helmet. They opened with a funky ~tarsWars
dance set, coming out like storm troopers to the Star Wars mU.SlC and per-
forming acrobatic moves that whipped the crowd into. an-even ~eater fren-
zy. Ok I give them. points for entertainment value, but I couldn t really hear
above the voices of their adoring fans. (GAG!)
Well moving right along... Shawn Mullins came ~:fter 'Nsync and. pe:-
formed some songs that I'm sure we'Il never hear agam, along With his hit
"Lullabye": Then came my only complaint for the night. During the next
break ZIOO showed the video of McCain's "I'll Be" on a giant flat screen.
Between overplay on the radio and his live performance that night, how
many times do we really need to hear this song? . .
The Bare Naked Ladies came on next and I realized who they remmd me
off: The Blues Travelers, who appeared at the ~995 Jingle Balls. Al~ough
they share similar styles, the Bare Naked Ladles are ~ lot more fun. They
played some pretty kicking tunes, and ev:n trn;,ew m a ~eat .cov,er" set
which included'Will Smith's "Get· Jiggy WIth It and Celme DIan s My
Heart Will Go On".
98 Degrees followed and let me tell you these guys.m~e the room 98
degrees! These guys are such hotties, oh, and they sing pretty well too.
They sang their first. hit ."Invisible Man",'. the Mulan song "True to Y<?ur
Heart", and their recent-hit:"Because-llt;Yo:u". ~ - - -~. - .
One of Jingle Balls bigger artists, Shama Twain, exploded onstage next,
by Kin Ping Koo
A LOOK BACK AT Z100'S STELLAR BASH
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Tara: Oh God! <laughs>
I hope not! I just hope
. that we're in really good
shape and we could still
play really well.
David: Like here is
Tara in one of the
biggest films of the
year with Jack
Nicholson and Robert
Deniro!
Tara: That would be cool!
.. 1 would also like to go'
back to school.
- ••"'-.- ----_ -. • •••• ••••_: .... ..2.... _
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David: What upcom-
, bi.g plans do you have
in 1999?
..__.__.. _--.--. __ - ..:,; ...
Tara: I thinkwe're going
to tour our asses off. We found that that's a really great way to reach
people. And I think it's one of our strengths, which is playing live. So I .
think that's what we're going to do.
David: What advice do you have for unsigned musicians?
Tara: I would say make a good demo. You know if your aspiration is to
actually get a record deal, do the easy route. Rehearse a lot, get your live
show together and just be persistent.
-
David: Any other songs that you would like to breakdown for us?
Tara: I would rather allow people to come up with their own meaning.
David: Did you name the song, "Dog Star Radio" after the band
'Dogstar? '
Tara: N 01 <laughs> Tom wrote that before we even knew who Dogstar
was.
David: What do some of the songs mean on the album? Like the
first track, "Fizz".
Tara: Well "Fizz" is by Tony. It's cynical, well not necessarily cynical
though. It's more fun than that. Look at the social maneuvering.
David: What did, your parents think of this?
.Tara: My parents have been really supportive. My dad, he's a lawyer, but
he was in a lot Of bands when he was younger. So I'm living out his
dreams. And my mom was just always great. You know, she just really
believes that, she lets .me make my own decisions.
David: When was the turning point in your life that you said to
yourself "Hey I could actually do this for a living"?
Tara: I don't know, I'm still wasn't really sure until we signed the record
- deal. I mean, you never know. You can have the most utmost confidence
and still not be making a living. It could be so good but you could be
poor. It wasn't until I actually signed the paper. And I saw it in front of
me, .the paper, then I knew I had security.
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, .
David: Do you like prefer
performing in concert or
r-ecor-drng songs in a studio?
Tara: They're two totally differ-
ent experiences. You get to
spend a lot of time on every-
thing. I don't really work with
the phone. And you know, you
capture something and there it
is. And there's much more of
that greeting, exciting, exhila-
rating experience that you take
live because you've got the ener-
gy of the crowd. And 'whatever
vou do is done and over.
David: Acting full-time? -
Tara: Yes, if I was lucky enough to get that much wor~, yeah. I mean ,
there's lots of things that I'd like to do and probably will do after I don t
want to be in a band anymore'.
.
----_.- - _.- ------ -- ._-- - _. -- .------ ~ --. --~-. - --- - --- _.----- ._-
David: Well do you have a time frame in whic~ you want to stop
this?' ,
Tara: I mean no, I think we're gonna carry this, for as lo?g as we could. ,
carry it. And there will be an inevitable end at s,opie point but I hope It s
not soon.
David: What's the best thing about being in a band?
Tara: I don't know, there's a lot of good things. I mean traveling is such a
i-,'Teat experience, encountering different people. But I would say for me I
feel so lucky, but this is my job. This is what I get to do for a living. And
that I get to play .music that I love and I believe in. And with my band-
", "- ',' mates whom I love. '
David: And the launch of that will be in the next few months you
think? .
Tara: I would aim for sometime in February. -
David: Will it also be named joydrop.com or is it going to be a total-
ly different name?
Tara: Yeah it'll be at the same place.
David: Did you have much input into your website or was it a fan
based thing?
Tara: No, it wasn't fan created. We brought in two computer people. But
like I said, we were away when it was created so actually a lot of it hap-
pened without us in that we were in a hurry. So that's why we decided to
make another one because we wanted it to be from us.
David: How did 'your web-
site get started?
Tara: We decided that we need-
ed one basically being in this
day and age you have to. We're
actually working on a new website which is gonna be launched really soon.
But for the first one, it was kind of done in a hurry. I think we were on
drugs. The new one has a lot more input from us.
David: And then twenty years d~wn the road, they'll probably be a
Joydrop
re~i()!l_~ipt?,--
David: And the worst thing?
Tara: <laughs> The worst thing
about being in a band. Well some-
times touring gets exhausting.
And lifting equipment can- be
hard, especially late at night. I'd
sa~ that's probably it.
David: What do the guys in the
band-and yourself do on your
spare rime?
ra-Lean't-really speak for -
them. It's just all so consuming,
even in our spare time, it's all
.Joydrcp stuff. Well Thomas
spends a lot of his time reading
and doing different musical stuff
writing. He's got a degree in com-
position. Tony, I don't know what 'Tony does! Tony writes a lot too. I mean
<everybody writes quitea--bi-t-.-- - -- -- ... - -----
David: So basically in your spare time, you're doing Joydrop stuff
and nothing else? .
Tara: Well I try not to. But it's hard to get away from It. There are always
the calls that come in. I try not to.
David: If you had never been in a band, what would you be doing
today?
Tara: Probably acting.
David: When do you think the next album will come out?
Tara: I guess not until the year 2000.
Joydrop continued from page 21
David: And they found youto be the best.
Tara: Ah well, I found them to be the best too.
David: I-s "Metasexual" your first album?
Tara: Yes it is.
David: What does the name Joydrop mean?
Tara: Joydrop is just a word that Tom thought of. There's nothing too deep
to it. He wanted something that was open to interpretation. So it has a lot
of different meanings. Something pleasurable definitely. I mean, for me, it's
kind of like that feeling 1 get inside my stomach when I totally get blown '
away by something. But I think it was purposefully created to be an
ambiguous word.
David: How long did it take you to make the album?
Tara: In the actual studio, we were there for six weeks. But we spent about
three weeks in pre-production. So altogether, nine. '
continued on page 23
David: And do you like playing here?
Tara: I love it. I love hanging out in New York. I have a lot of friends here.
David: How did you guys hook up with
Tommy Boy Records?
Tara: We made a demo, we demoed three songs
and sent it out to a lot of different record com-
--- panies. We did a showcase in Toronto which
Tommy Boy attended. We had a meeting
with them there and then we did a showcase in
New York which a lot of other record companies
attended as well as Tommy Boy. Tommy Boy actu-
ally brought.their whole stafIto theshow, Wehad
another meeting with them the-next day. So I mean, it
was a matter of ". they were looking to start a new divi-
sion for the label. And we, having met with them, and thought
about other labels and we decided they would be the best for us. They're
small enough to pay attention to us, to accommodate our needs and big
enough to accommodate our needs so that we could _make the record we
wanted to make
David: Any conaotatfon to the term "Metasexual"?
Tara: I'll start by saying that Thomas is an avid reader and I would say
scholar. I mean he reads a lot. And he was introduced to a writer nained
Mark Covassi by a friend of his, who is, was an erotic essayist and novelist.
And there was a term he coined metasex. And he used that word to describe
all people who have sex for other reasons than' pro-creation. So basically he
put sexuality-in two categories, sex which is for pro-creation and metasex,
which is for all sex for pleasure. But then he wrote a song called
"Metasexual"which isn't on this album but will definitely be on the next
album.
David: Why did you record the album ,in Long View Farms Studio?
Tara: Basically what it is is a remote studio. ., It's far away from urban life
and distractions. Ron works there quite a bit so it was his idea- to -go-there.
And I think it was the best decision we could have made. It's a wonderful
place. And I hope we could go there again.
David: Is this your first time in NYC?
Tara: No we've played New York twice before.
David: What are your favorite venues .to play at?
Tara: Hmm, I don't know. I haven't played that many. I don't know, we've
had good luck in New York. I mean our first show there was in The Supper
Club, really nice place. I
David: How was the most recent tour you guys had with Econoline
Crush?
How did the tour come about anyway?
Tara: Well we have the same agency in Canada. Now we're friends with
them! After having been on the road with them for two weeks. That was
our first Canadian tour. It was funvCanada's pretty big so there was a lot
of driving but it was a good tour.
David: How did you team up with Ron St. Germain to produce your
album?
Tara: We received a lot ofbio's from different producers and we loved a lot of
the records he had done. We decided to have a conference call with a couple
of producers that we had in mind. Ron just had a lot of great suggestions.
1\ndthere~allthis energy, actually he flies his own plane. --He----fl-ew-uro-
Toronto to meet with us and- that really sealed it in wavelength.
. David: That's a b-side song right?
Tara: t.Jh no, it's gonna be definitely on the next album. It's gonna be an a-
side song for sure..
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by Adam Coozer (Coozer@juno.com)
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This fall, I was offered a gig as a roadie for the Toasters on their lastna-
tionwide tour. I had work and school, but I couldn't pass up theopportunity
to go on an all-expense paid trip around the country for twomonths, and get
paid for it on top of that! So I took the semester off,put in my two weeks
notice at Moon Records and hit the road: Boston,Chicago, Pittsburgh, Philly,
Columbus, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas,Colorado, Wyoming, Montana,
Seattle, Portland, Eugene, Santa Monica, LosAngeles, Albequerque,
Phoenix, Tempe, Tuscon, Austin, Dallas, Houston.San Antonio, New
Orleans, Gainesville, Orlando, Miami, St. Petersburg.Jacksonville, Atlanta,
Charlotte, DC, New Jersey, and back home to the best city in the world. Sex,
drugs, ska... It was the rock and roillife. Luckily, I kept a diary which gave
me a wealth of material for my publication (READ Magazine) and for this
paper. I'm only printing a couple of stories in the Ticker; so if you want more,
email me.
,"Shoot." There' was suddenly something floating in the air, something
dark, like an evil spirit. I found myself very nervous. _
Day 26: Houston, TX
TO BE .CONTINUED •••
"Listen, Adam, 1- have to tell you something." She paused.
She waited in her car -a gorgeous '62 Falcoln - black with red interior -
while I loaded the Toasters' equipment van. I got the directions to the hotel
-md we-took off for her place.-We taIke-d a~ot m-~-~car,outwfien we pass ',c
Under a bridge she hushed me and hooked her' pinky finger with mine.
"Make a wish," she said. I closed my eyes and did as she said. The conver-
sation restarted, and I suddenly wish it didn't.
"Do you want to get something to eat after the show?" Stacey asked over
the Toasters.
"How about I cook you dinner?" I asked with a smile.
"How about you just come over and forget about dinner?" she asked with a
bigger smile.
She came over to my table to look at the buttons and we started talking.
Then we started dancing. Then she gave me a neck massage and soon we
were making out: Her name was Stacey and she kept me company through-
out the show.
She was a cute punk girl, short but well-proportioned. She wore tight plaid
pants and a thin white shirt. When she took off her glasses for a moment I
noticed her face was youthful and beautiful. Her skin was soft, but her arms
were muscle-toned. She smiled and laughed a lot, but there was something
about her I caught immediately that made me want to protect her. She was
hiding a lot of sadness and loneliness; hiding it well, but I'm very sensitive
to those things. Probably because I feel the same way sometimes, and I was
definitely feeling it much more on the road. There's something attractive
about a lonely or sad person ... I get the idea that I can fulfill their needs, be
their emotional support.
I've learned from many experiences, however, that what I find attractive
eventually becomes repulsive. I've learned not to get too deeply involved
with a person's problems and not to-dig too deep for their demons. It might
sound selfish, but the distancing is essential to my
own sanity andsurvival.
I could tell she was lonely; and I'm sure she read it on my face also. I knew
before she even invited me over that we would give each other the love we
needed. Even if it was only for one night.
I sat there silently thinking. What the hell was I doing? Shit, I'm L'" Texas!
These people kill each other around herel! For no reason!!! It suddenly hit
me that I was going home with a stranger whom I had just met and that any-
thing can0 happen. I suddenly understood the mindset of a woman on her
, first -blind date ...
"Lhave aroommate. He just got out of prison where he served 14 years for
sex offenses.. He goes around saying I'm his woman - which I'm not - and
".;tlfat if anyone so much as looks at me he'll kill them. He even came to my
, job and' threatened my co-workers."
- . "U' "
'.'. mm..
" "But don't Ylorry. He's still at the half-way house. He'snot allowed to move
.in yet. But he has shownup a few times this week in the middle of the night,
so I just thought you should know in case he shows up again. But I don't
thmk he will," she added quickly. ,.
t.
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,2:.. GREAT SU·N SPOTS __
SUMMER DOWN UNDER
tontoa paebges to Australia
"Cairns Sunshine Trail" II days from $895
CLUB MED - All inclusive .,.
Caneun II Playa Blanca 7 nights from $849
.
GAP Adventures II Kayak
in Belize .. . 8 days from $995
.__Travel. ....~
CIEE: CounciloR International Educational Exchange
Th~se Progr~.~e:.'open to ALL students.
GOLDE~:;M~\::j)>>ARU-CH
Golden Key is pr9~~:,~?~~r~¥&1i6iv'ihg~~c~p~~~s:
(Offer good while supplies· lostJ
..
ADOPT A SCHOOL:.:,::,··;.:·,:;V~nt~~·as a teacher's:a~istant and rri~kEf~·dift~r~ce in a child's life
:~~:;~:~~1;:_::~;ry:=::J;:~~S::~:=e:l'~~: college life
FEED THE HOMr;LE.~§:-::<~~rvelunch atme Park Avenue Christian Chur¢h.~.:S~turday
BEST OF AMERI¢A: :::: .:'<.:~ a role model to a high school student and p~ff6fffi'~ducational skits
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By David Lo
Sci-fi and Teenage Gore
Fans Can Applaud "The Faculty"
EYE EXAMINATIO·N CHART
Increase distance from chart until it is readable
Oh no, here we go again. Another one of those teenage slasher. flicks.
Where did they come from! It's like a bad rash that never seems to go away.
Yeah, 1 have to admit, that was running through my mind during the pre-
views for "The Faculty." But this new release from the brilliant mind of
writer Kevin Williamson ("Scream," "Dawson's Creek") has all the ingredi-
ents of a Williamson classic: young and upcoming actors, Harvard
University-like dialogue for teenagers, a great soundtrack, and most impor-
tantly, an inventive plot.
The pairing of Williamson alon~ with director Robert Rodriguez
("Desperado, "From Dusk Til Dawn") is like teaming up Robert DeNiro and
Jack Nicholson at the peakof their careers. Herrington High is the where
most of the film takes place. There is
a eclectic mixture of characters in
Herrington. First there is Casey
Connor (Elijah Wood) playing the kid
in high school who always got their
lights punched out and their lunch
stolen. Zeke (Josh Hartnett -
"Halloween H20") portrays the bully
who supplies drugs to the younger
crowd in school. Delilah Proffit
(Jordana Brewster) is the popular "it"
girl among her peers. Stokely (Clea
DuVall) is the manic depressive loner.
Finally, there is Marybeth (Laura
Harris), who plays the Dorothy-from-
''The Wizard of Oz" role, and acts all
cute and perky,
You can tell what the basic plotline in the first five minutes of the film.
Coach Willis (Robert Patrick - "Terminator 2") gets his brains sucked by an
alien being. One by one, the faculty of Herrington High go from human to
abnormal. The first inkling of trouble comes when Casey discovers a mys-
terious specimen on. the football field. He takes it to the science lab of Mr.
Furlong (Jon Stewart, who has a small cameo as a biology teacher). There
they realize that the strange organism replicates itself in water.
But it's when Casey and Delilah unwittingly witness Nurse Harper
(Salrna Hayek, in a wasted and limited role) being acosted by the body
sriatchers that everyone begins to figure out what is really happening to the
faculty. Soon the entire student population is enslaved and brainwashed,all
except for Casey's clique. It's up to Casey and his fellow troops to march on
and destroy the aliens.
Toour .surprisc, Zeke's special b-atch-orcrystal meth can infect and kill the
aliens. The way out of this sticky situation is to find the mother alien and
inject her with a dose of it. Meanwhile, the aliens manage to slowly take
away Casey's friends and turn them into aliens too. The ending is a real
shocker, it was a complete turnaround from what I expected.
We have found a new brat pack and our first lady is Jordana Brewster.
There is an eerie similarity between Brewster and flashy Demi Moore. No
doubt about it, this young actress' career will catapult to bigger and better
things because of her role as Ms. It. Josh Hartnett also demonstrates an .
immense talent just waiting to explode. Hartnett is the next in line to suc-
ceed James Dean and reinvent the word "cool."
Another plus about "The Faculty" is the soundtrack. All Kevin Williamson
films seem to have a rock-laden soundtrack that is a who's who list in alter-
native rock. In this case, bands such as The Offspring and Garbage are
showcased. Kudos to the soundtrack coordinator for a fine job.
&
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In the softness of Christmas snow,
He gives her his hearts' warmth
Embrace in the December cold.
He places her cold hands upon his
Face, and asks her only one ques-
tion ...
Can you feel the warmth in me?
That's my endless love for you ...
In the thankfulness of November,
He gives thanks to the powers
That may be for finding
This earth bound angel.
In the orange sunlight of October,
He writes sweet poetry of her
while she embraces him
Under gentle falling autumn leaves.
Through September blue skies,
He daydreams about the muse:
(Christy) who has become \
The inspiration of his poetic heart.
In fhearderitness of Augusf;
24
As the gentle June rain kisses their
kind faces,
He holds her hand softly,
And looks deeply into her fawn like
eyes.
Then he knows that she will be the
only jewel in his life.
--
Upon a midnight sun in May,
She smiles for him, and her eyes gen-
tly fold together
As if she were smiling back at him a
thousand times more.
In a July m idsummers dream,
He slowly brushes her fine silken hair
aside,
And serenades sweet whispers
Into her blissful ears.
The Seasons ofLove
By:kiro21@Yahoo.com
Inspired by: Christy
Barefooted, they' walk hand in hand
Along a white sandy beach.
As the warrn winds grace across them,
They smile at each other as the
Cool white sands tickle their toes.
In the light April rains,
He showers her with adoration.
As her flowery fragrance puts him in a cloudy daze:
Upon amelodious March,
The kindness in her angelic voice
Hypnotizes and mesmerizes his soul.
.
- --- - .~ .-~ ---- --- --- - - -
And in the fondness of February,
He gently traces a silver rose across her
Beautiful porcelain face under the
Colors of the moonlight.
And gently whispers 3 special words
Across her rose petal lips...
"
_..
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By David Blanks
Editor-in-Chief
OPENING THOUGHT :
EPISODE XIV:
DX FILES 1001:
INTRODUCTION TO MADNESS
DX FILES DEFINED:
Demented descriptions ofdesolation and desecration penned by a
Xenophile. Often X-rated seeking xanadts and xenobiotic to your dis-
mal existence. Xendgenic, mom sees me as the anti-Chr:ist apostate,
an artist with an affinity fOr anguishing alliteration ... AH-CHOO!
Bless you. FRIG YOU! Please do. I'm offthe subject. DXl
FILES ... Fiendish factual fictional farce fo.rmulated in the fan-
tasies of a fanatic fixated with literary form, and chock fuU of fan-
tastic fallacies! I, I am he! Intriguing and intimidating.
Introducing my intimates to the industry ofinternal inmates. Loving
it. Lesson-oriented lies where truth lies buried, at the library.
USTEN! Look, especially before you leap, or you may find yourself
at my feet. Eternal enlightenment is encompassed entirely in
enriched essays executed exclusively by this eccentric editor. See. I
supply sacrilegious soliloquies of soul searchiri,g. Satirical songs of
solitude, songs ofSolomon, the son ofDavid, the son ofJesse ... Let's
see ... What's next ? ~.
Today's text, crafted with pride, from the bOttom ofmy backside ...
Step into my parlor said the spider to the fly ...
It's like this cats: Krazois an about bitdles andm~Dasun seeks enlightenment
and I am the determined mediator. I steer an the oourse oflife and try to make sense
ofall these oonflidinggoods and divineevils. Thing aOOut is, both are the qualities eX
my £KH:8Ded peql1ffl. Me; Kraz; aod DasunDa~good.wcriing relatic:JUSbq). 'fbe
path to rigbta'wJSllP.SS is ilhmrinataf by Dasaro Kram knows an the botspa inhell.
'!beyIdhserve Mr: Blanks well. How? Praydo tell. rw fa1Jen but I have~ feB.
It goes down this wa:y. In my debut I tnld you this is tile 'Sei.di=Jd" -mmhmms. It's
the ultimate cipher, about nothing at aD, but at the same time about any and evey-
thing. This text changes from me episode to the next DXm,~ are I.nifed mlyby
their mmmm themes. Ibwars, oold feet, dry bllmtr and wet dreams.. DX m,gc;
takffi<Dmanysbapesandixms. Butineachand eflfrYe&Se,knawledgeismadebam.
Stillwith me? Good. Allow me to introduce myself. I am the composer oflitenuy sym-
phonies that seem phony, but epitomize reality My reality A separate reality A fal-
lacy Am I a phallic symbol because I stand erect? DX!
DX21, is what I title my oollective. On the id, we have my man KRAZO SCHIZO-
PHRENIK. He's the cat who digs the frosted side. On the superego, we have the God
DASUN (DASUN X). He digs the wheat side. And on the ego, is yours truly; the hon-
orable DAVID BLANKS, and I digboth sides. Yousee, the three ofus make this music,
but only one of us catches a byline. I don't want there to be any confusion and no
. turkeys talking jive, so I thought I'd pull your coat to, this straight off the top.
Sometimes Krazo gets busy; but itwill. be me that will accept the Grammy or Oscar or
Pulitzer or whatever, allthat. But don't get it twisted, dear~~r.We are_one, butwe
are three. Dent-hassleme cause Krazo called you a-bitch. Don't expectKraro to give
a f"ck, even though Dasun said he loved you. Justhope that we are in equilibriUm. Ya
heard?
with the album a while, I can hon-
estly say that I rarely skip any
tracks.
The Gods put effort into this one
and it. shows. For "Let's Dance,"
they even dug Rebbie Jackson up
out of that dungeon at Neverland,
that Mike had her locked up in with
the elephant man's bones, so that
she could lend her vocals to their Enter ifypu dare.
reworlcing c1 her daqgjc "Centipede."
Now, before you cry foul cuz' Brand EPILOUGE:
Nubian concocted this clearly com-
mercial cut, let's do the knowledge. Pm the coffee that you U10ke up and IRIIeU I The gotelu!Eper, wilen
Brand Nubian has always been your ass eAters heU I The guy with 'Iud .ly...ue ,,,.,,••iaaler and
about making crowds -step to the sho"".1 Pm laughing~ cause llmouJ IleCreIs 110 oJle.... IBaI
Rear" when it "Feels So Good." the UUn,g about it is there iBn't any secret I You .know the.-..e tit...,
Stand-out cuts include: "Don't Let but IellOwing is where you Ieee" ill You'U never be U1Ue bee.... ",.'
It Go to Your Head," "Maybe One don't think to apply it II make the most noitle wlaea thieY- tIG7 to 6e
Day," Back Up Off 'The Wall," qaiellhClllindifJiduali.,it'.a.llai.Agf ....,do!De~~liI7Wre
"Sincerely," "Probable Cause," "Love I U1G8 Albert CamiIB I Ifyou U1GAI to walk lIlYpath realize iY..~led
Vs Hate" and title cut "FoUndation." by few I It leads torJ~n,6ut you. don't hove G c~~.'~:·
It may. not be a five-mic-winnjrig~ , , . .
project, but it is a very .strong . I m completely sober. You must ue been~ some sh*t. _..;:-_.v
~FQUlldation~ for future 8UCce8$.; ,. :: ~'" . _ . _ .: " ";~"~.'.. ~."
Peaeeto the QxIs! ... 'Of - DXt21 . '. .• ,=, . '. -.' _- ..~.;~~ .' -", I
::iw - - •.,. - ........-_... ",. -L .......
_.l' ~. <:» .' --. ' • ,~ •.~ _. .' "':::. -; :~ • _ Jo;l" ...~~•• ~.... ,'.. ." yo'T~'':.::' • " •
. ,._. .. '. .J(.. ~ otI"!.··. '. . , • ~ , ~l\~'=- • • .. ~.~ ~ :.."'~ (it .... -.... - ool.... ., "... ....~ " ... , .. - ~ - ~ ... • ..-'~.....~ ..~.,.~. -". ('.. \~" ...
. -:"'-.r.-~- - . - .., - #'I.:e..- •• l"~7" _.·w:: .,~~., ~.....-i:-,-"".LL _ _ ....L_~. ~ .';~~~~:. _ .•- .=-_-~~; .~ 1. , - .~~. .- • • : •• _ _ -:. _
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MIKE and you're listening to my
man FUNKMASTER FLEX ...
Will somebody please tell D.J.
CLUE that DMX isn't the only
artist out and that it's okay to play
other people's records? Speaking of
DMX, I don't know about ya'll cats
but I'm feeling him. Didja hear
what he did with that "Heartbeat"
loop? Yo, it ain't been freaked like
that since DE LA SOUL did the
"Buddy" remix! Yeah, subliminally
he's becoming Tupacalyptic, but it's
that spiritual side that's making
this cat shine. (Note: I mean "cat" in
the jazz context, we all know that
this cat is "one dog who loves raw
meat.")
The soul in his voice speaks direct-
ly to mine. Sheeeet, he make cats
wanna "jump down, turn around,
pick a bale of cotton" and sh*t. Any
minute I expect this cat to break out
and start singing "Down By The
Riverside." DMX is putting his
heart into it, I feel it. I hear that
passion. I hear the anguish, the suf-
fering. Ifhe's faking it, then this cat
is a much better actor than "Belly"
led us to believe.
The Big Question: Will NAS
recapture the old glory days with his
new release? To play it safe, maybe
I'll just cop "ILLMATI_C" instead.
Hey maybe I'm living in the past,
but "it was all so simple then ..." It
seems to me that glamour and glitz
has replaced the eggs and grits with
this cat. Cats start eating and then
they forget what it feels like to be
hungry. I liked him better when he
was puffing White Owls instead of
Cubans.
The Bigger Question~ In light of
the gun company suing -SMIF-N-
WESSUN, are you wondering if the
outdoor clothing and footwear com-
pany is gonna sue TIMBALAND? I
hope they do. If you hear one TIM-
BALAND .track, you're hearing
them all.
Well, that's about all for now. I'd
like to send this one out to all my
.dogs who looked in the mirror and
realized that they were backwards.
To all of my n*ggas on the comer
smokin' blunts and drinkin' forties
looking~ out - Tor the qua.lity.:o~·£'=e=-----
squad (CRIPS aren't the only gang
that wears blue) talking about how
real it is ... GET A LIFE! You're
, dead but still breathing.
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By DX 21 KRAZO
krazo21@hotmail.com
Some seek to label the facade, the
fable. I seek remaining stable. Sure
we're brothers, but we're about as
tight as Cain and Abel. I cause more
confusion than that tower at Babel.
I've just resurfaced. Peace to the
Gods, and big up all the UNIVER-
SAL PLAYER HATERS. STRESS
magazine had an anniversary party
at CLUB CARBON. Been there.
Built with DJ DIRTY HARRY at
the Virgin Megastore. Did that.
He's doing his thing with SLICK
RICK the Ruler. Big up SHAWN
PREZ from BAD BOY, holding my
man down. I'm set to duel with
LORD TARIQ in a minute. You
know, UPTOWN BABY!, on some ole
de-ja vu sh*t. I talked shop with
KURT GAWDY from the TRACK-
MASTERS. He was the cat behind
the boards of"N.O.R.;E.~Yo, that cat
is so deep the pressure will rupture
your eardrums.
Well, anyway, the STRESS party
was a-ight. Nuff girls pon da scene,
BEATNUTS did they thing. TONY
TOUCH touched the mic for a
minute. CAPPADONNA and xn.
LARMY of the WU-TANG dynasty
spit a bit. (Accapella, somebody wuz
snoozing on the boards or sumthin'
but ehy-thing is ehy-thing)
FUNKMASTER FLEX was on the
wheels. Jgoth~(thol!gh. Why is it
that all he did was play the same
sh*t, in the same sequence, that he
plays on HOT.97 everynight. Of
course, the curses weren't edited.
but you know, I kinda missed the
voice-over promos. This is IRON
Gods on Point W"ith BRAND NU Joint
By DX 21 KRAZO
krazo21@botmaiLcom
"Foundation" is the title of Brand
Nubian's long awaited reunion disk
and if you haven't copped this yet,
then GET YOUR BACK UP OFF
THE WALL! Packed with Puba-isms
that «make ya'll ge.t nuts like a cell
block full ofd*ck beaters,Rand jewels
such as "Love Vs. Hate," and "Maybe
One Day," this project chock full of
what Hip Hop needs. All of us cats
who were rocking bootlegged copies
of "All for One" are feeling this. If
you felt all giddy and de-ja vu-ish
when you heard GangStarr's
"Royalty," this sh*t'll cause multiple
orgasms.
Now "Foundation" isn't perfect,
J
there are a couple of mis-steps, "I'm
Black and I'm Proud," is one, but for
the most part, it works. "Probable
Cause" works for the same reason
"I'm Black and I'm Proud" doesn't,
the ~tiliZationof overexposed eight-
..ies-~p::H~p samples. After living
,
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10:00-4:30 p.m.
10:00-6:30 p.m.
10:00-4:30 p.m.
TICKER ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT FEBRUARY 3, 1999
will be in the lobby of 25th Street Building on
Tuesday, February 9
Wednesday, February 10
Thursday, February 11
Co~e b,uy a book for someone you love c:!)
for Valentine s Day and support campus child care.
.
Baruch College Early Learning Center's
Annual Book Fair
.
There will be a wide selection of books for children ages infancy
to 6th grade with prices starting at $3.00.
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You might fly...
You might get kissed by an Argentine...
You might dance in the rain...
You might run into stars...
"It's a quick trip to the rain forest, a disco, an air show,
and a circus." - New York Magazine ".
i
•.'
Love
What is Love
Is it companionship,
Is it friendship,
Or is it just a word?
Or Is It Just
Who has ur love
Urmom
Urdad
Ur siblings
Or
Ur uncte
Ur aunt
Ur cuz'
Or
Ur boyfriend
Ur girlfriend
Or
Ur husband
Ur wife
Or ur friend!!
-,
How do u kno its love
The twinkle in ur eyes,
The beat of ur heart.
The tension around ur heart.
Ur sweaty palms.
Or is it just a feeling?
Ur friend?!
Who are ur friends
Or
Who IS ur friend. for that matter
The one who has nothing in common with u.
The one who calls u every nite,
The one who lends u money.
The one who treats u to lunch,
The one who's willing to do u a favor.
Or is it just the one who cares about u.
Who will be there for u.
Who listens to ur proos.
Or is it just the one who loves u?
00 u kno
V1i11 u kno
Wi" u EVER kno
Will u EVER kno who ur true friends are,
Or
Who ur true friend IS'"
Stephanie Lee
Karrine Montaque
DISTURBANCE
Think as though you're above advance
come to class 'and don't give others a chance
because you've taken an introductory course
you shout. the answer with no remorse
although we're trying to participate
you find a way to test our fate
written theories and concepts you imitate
but in truth and in fact you irritate
prior reading you use as your tool
pity you don't know you're just a fool
think you don't belong in college
where else would you brag about your knowledge?
Still you don't have a 4.0
why do you bother to act like you know?
"UNTITLED"
FOR SO LONG NOW I HAVE KNOWN THAT YOU WOULD LEAVE
THAT EVERYTHING I STAND FOR YOU WOULD TURN YOUR
BACK ON
I SUPPOSE I SHOULD, TURN MY BACK ALSO
BUT I HAD HOPED YOU WOULD PROVE ME WRONG
I CANNOT HELP BUT THINK ABOUT WHERE YOU ARE GOING,
WHAT YOU'VE' LEFT, WHERE YOU ARE
WHERE ARE YOU?
-1 REMEMBER HQWLOl111SEDTO_CROUClj AND BLOW QN YOU~R
KNUCKLES WHEN YOU WERE ANGRY
I SEE A STRAND OF YOUR HAIR ON MY PILLOW AND AS I SHAKE
IT OFF...
MY PILLOW BEGINS TO WEEP
REMEMBER THAT DARK NIGHT WE PLAYED HIDE AND SEEK IN THE
PARK? WHEN I FOUND YOU, YOU WERE CURLED UP NEXT TO A TREE
FAST ASLEEP
I WAS THE TREE
LOVE FOR ME IS TO WALK TOWARDS THE FARTHEST POINT I CAN SEE
BY NATURE OF CONCEPT IT WOULD BE ONGOING
I WAS AUDACIOUS TO BELIEVE I COULD KEEP YOU
YOU ARE AUDACIOUS TO BELIEVE YOU CAN FORGET
FOR IF WE DID LOVE - AND WITH YOU LOVE GREETED ME EVERY
MORNING
THEN MEMORY WILL BE YOUR ENEMY ON YOUR FUTILE JOUR-
NEY
BUT I DO QUESTION YOU WHY
AND YES I QUESTION MYSELF
I REMEMBER YOUR INFATUATION WITH THE LIGHT - ANDBO TONIGHT,
BEFORE I TURN MY BACK AND WALK TOWARDS MY PILLOW - I FLIP THE
SWITCH
.I KNEEL AND PRAY FOR YOU - I AM RELUCTANT TO GO TO MY
PILLOW
INSTEAD, I CROUCH AND BLOW ON MY KNUCKLES
. -KENYATTA PIOUS
In the depths of hell
In the quiet of the night
when the stars glitter
If you listen closely
you can hear the cries
The eoule oftnf,~
trapped in the depths of hell
standing in front of the door
but none can open it
Everytime one person tries
another one knocks that one
out of the way
Everyone isso eager
trying to escape
that they hold back one another
trapped in hell is their fate
listen
you can hear them fighting
bruised up and sore
but not one soul
will ever make it through the door
-DASUNX
"The Pettvot the Year!" - Time Out Magazine
'i1s good as sex" - The London Guardian
CASH' ONlY! EXACT CHANGE PLEASE!
.PURCHASE TICKETS": STUDENT LIFE
ROOM 1512, 360 PAS
<'
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that wasso typical of Jordan. It
was the final sequence of Jordan's
- ' last game which happened to be'
game six of the finals at Utah. The
Bulls were trailing by one and
Malone had Rodman in the post.·
Jordan makes a split desicion to
leave his man and steals the ball
from Malone. Instead of calling a
time out, he dribbles the ball up the
court and waits for the time to wind
down. Russell who guards Jordan,
must have had his life flash in front
of his eyes as Jordan advanced and
crossed Russell out of the court, only
to elevate for the game winning'
shot.
It was not the stoic pose that was
intrigueing ,or that the Bulls had
won, yet another championship. No,
those things were expected! It was
that somehow Jordan had matured
enough to rely on his instincts not to
call a timeout and his ability' to
make the shot in a crucial moment.
Watching him all these years, it has
been clear that 'deception coupled
with the notion of creating destiny
has been his shield and his' rapier.
And this is his legacy: that when the
chips were down, he would find a
way, he would resucitate the non-
believers who had forgotten to
breath because of the sheer magni-
tude of the moment. The lesson is
that goals must be set, but more
importantly, they must be realized.
Continued on back cover
friend's eating habits. Eat what you times of the day to help supply
. can and 'don't try to be like anyone -energyfor other tasks we do.
else. The best tip I can offer you is to
Don't believe commercials for fat not be too hard on yourself. Pick
free or low fat products. Make sure one' day of the week and pig out on
what they tell you is true. I don't that day. Eat the ice cream, drink a
care how you do it, but you have a little, have a Big Mac; whatever
right to know .what's in your food, your heart desires. If you don't give
and if some facts are misleading or one day for pigging out, eventually
not. Also, eating non-fat products you'll get trapped by your cravings
doesn't mean it is healthier.' That and give up your diet entirely. By
stuff is loaded with sugar to give it-a allowing one free day, we can enjoy
good taste. That's not good for you ourselves, look forward to that day,
either. Also, ordering a full fatty and stay focused on our bodies for
meal with a diet coke is a waste of the rest of the week.
time. It's like customers that come Our bodies are our temples, so to
into the ice cream store I work at speak.. We want them to look good
and order non-fat ice cream with hot and sometimes we go off track.
fudge and whipped cream on it. It's Sometimes we crash and burn, but
like a diabetic ordering non-sugar we can always get back on track,
ice cream and putting it on a sugar and look good and feel good. If one
cone. It makes no sense. Oh yeah, plan doesn't work, try another. Just
don't work at a food service unless know that no one's gonna do it for
you have excellent control of your ---you. You have to do It yourselL- If -- ---
hands and mouth. Sometimes, my you want to be one of those guys or
brain says keep away from the girls you see in the magazines, then
Brownie Dough ice cream, but I still do something about it. Everyone
scoop it out and eat it. Luckily, I can live a healthy life. All it takes is
have a cheap boss who makes me time, dedication and sacrifice.
pay for everything I eat, and I like to You'll be happy with the results. So
keep my money for more important eat smart, workout more and I'll see
things. I guess the major le~son you at the gym.
here is to avoid tempta~on. . Commentary
Try to cut out foods high m carbs .
at night. At around six in the By Jon Minners
evening, it's time to cut those foods A lot has occurred during this long
out. Carbohydrates consumed in break, and being the nice person I
the evening are most likelyfo be am, I should update the sports
converted to body fat, and can also impaired, arid even the fanatics in
reduce the amount of fat our bodies my own impartial way. Since this is
burn off during sleep, Also, if you a school paper, there is a lesson ,to be
limit carbsbefore exercise, then dur- learned in almost all that went on.
ing your workout, the body will use So, the NBA lockout is over and
fat reserves for a lot of the energy what have we learned? 'Even when
we will need. Of course, we do need you lose, you win. Poor babies can
carbs in our diet and we should def- now only make $14 million at most
initely take them in at the other for a year. No more one year,,-$30
__,,;ik.~;P~~~'L,;,,7'!1
Jordan enjoying a moment with all-star teammate Scottie Pippen
scorched Larry Bird for 63 points at can be said? This reporter has two
the Boston Garden, or the time he memories of his "airness" that prob-
demolished the Knicks with 55 ably defined him to this generation
points, making his official return to of sports enthusiasts.
the NBA after taking a year off. But The first was when Jordan's father
as I have said: too many moments was killed and was not there to wit-
too little space. ness Michael win his ring. It was
Here is a man who takes an perhaps. during this awkward
extended hiatus from the game moment of tears, frustration and
because of the lack of challenges, joy, that Jordan became human.
after winning three' rings, only to The second is not a spectacular
return and win three more. What dunk or abrasive move to the basket
exercising before you eat causes the
''body to 'go- right for our 'fat' reserves"
to supply us with the energy we
need to make it through our fitness
regrme.
The temptation is great, especial-
ly for a college student, but we
should all keep our alcohol to a min-
imum. It adds empty calories to the
body, as well as that nasty beer gut,
and that's pretty damn disgusting.
No girl wants a guy with a nasty
beer gut, and a' girl with a beer gut
is just too horrible to think about.
Another temptation we have while
in school is fast food. Taco Bell,
McDonalds, Burger King and the
like are all around· us, but we have·
to keep walking past them. And
even though we may be around for
awhile, Snickers is not the answer
to our hunger needs. Prepare
healthy meals ahead of time and
bring them with you. Snack fre-
quently, but be smart about it. Eat
a turkey sandwich instead of a bag
of greasy chips.
. Another problem even I have trou-
ble staying away from, is eating
with friends with big appetites. I
was hanging out with one kid, thin
as a rail, and he ordered two junior
bacon cheeseburgers, biggie fries,
biggie coke, and two orders of 99-
cent chicken nuggets. He ate it all,
too. I thought those chicken
nuggets looked damn good and pret-
ty much ordered the same meal. I
figured if he could handle it, so
could 1. I couldn't. Not only was my
.stomach killing me, but I also felt
very bloated. I was so upset: with
myself. I felt like my earlier work-
out was a waste. Some people have
fast metabolisms and some don't.,
We can't eat like our/friends eat.
Lucky for me, that was only one
d~~'but what if I kept [0110~~ IllY
By Kenyatta Pi~us
. sports Editor
It'::: back to school and during that
long, extended vacation; you took a
1ong, extended break from your
diet. Suddenly, you're a lot bigger
than you want to be and will try
anything to lose .that weight fast.
\Vell, before you suddenly decide
that the wonderous, all grapefruit
diet is your new best friend, maybe
you should follow these tips first.
All grapefruit diets a~e bullshit.
Don't be stupid when it comes to
vour body. You need a balanced
diet, which means you have to take
in carbohydrates and fats along
with protein. They supply the ener-
'i[y your body needs to survive and
stay fast on your feet. Without a
balanced diet, a lack of energy will
cause..you to .hecome.,a dimwitted,
grumpy bastard, and that's not
good, especially when it comes to
those final exams. You will also lose
muscle, which means you'll become
sloppy looking, too. Not a flattering
picture, so be smart and don't
starve yourself.
Workout and stay in that workout
plan. You burn more calories during
the workout and even after the
workout. Your body stays pumped
up after a workout and burns calo-
ries for upto nine hours after your
workout is done. In fact, besides.
working out, maybe some aerobics
for twenty minutes after you wake
up will help as well. When ~e
sleep, we undergo. an' overnight
fasting period, so to-speak. Unless
you're a sleepwalker, chances are
you aren't eating during your sleep
time. After this fast, ,our blood
sugar levels, as well as the carbs in
our bodies are at· low levels. So,
, . J TICKER. ,SPORTS FEBRUARY 3, 1999 31
The- GreateSt-.·.·Ever·.Retires
- The first time the tears welled up
and ran hot against my face, was
when I observed a highlight reel of
a m~ I would never get to see per-
form again. But the tears were not
because I was overwhelminly sad or
because of some satanic adoration
of a man clearly inhuman. It was
the sense of peace that comes across
people who have just finished a ter-
rific book. That sense that yes.. I
could read it again, and yes, I con-
nected with .the protagonist. And so
the Michael Jeffrey Jordan hard-
cover closes.
To attempt to describe his individ-
ual talents and awards over the
years would be foolish at best!
There simply is not enough room in
this section. Jordan is still the ban-
ner of the NBA. His simple aura of
invincibility was perhaps why
everyone watched him. Sure, he
has tons of money; fancy cars in var-
ious assortments, women in every
town, endorsements and a great
deal of respect from the big wigs.
But it was that he was invincible
that had people mystified. He
shunned the spotlight and spoke
like the guy next door.
It was that sense _of impending
drama that drew you inside his
cape and commanded you yo stay
and watch. Like the time he
'.
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Why FactSet?
FactSet is a growing company with a solid financial
record. We offer a challenging work environment as
well as the opportunity to participate in the
company's success.
The company is headquartered in Greenwich,
Connecticut, and has offices in New York,
San Mateo, London, Sydney, Tokyo, and
Hong Kong.
More Information?
Contact our recruiting coordinator at 203.863.1568
or visit us on the web at www.factset.com.
We will be hosting an information session
February 18 and interviewing on-campus
February 19. See your placement office fordetails.
factSet is an equal OPPortunitY employer
What is FactSet?
FactSet is a leading provider of online financial,
market, and economic information. Our software is
used.by more than 17,000 investment professionals
worldwide to research companies, industries, and
economies.
,Who Are We Looking For?
FactSet will be on campus to recruit individuals for
.our Consulting Services group. Consultants are the
essentlalflnk between the investment professional
and FactSet's powerful software.
Consultants combine athorough understanding of
the FactSet system with a working knowledge of
finance and technology to offer an unparalleled
level of service.
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Third Prize
$50
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A Free
.Course
in Economics?
Yesl We'll take you back
to the basics:
Land, Labor & Capital
First Prize
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a fast track to undcrst:mding
as the true components ofwecifth-~ maKing.-
You'll find the underlying causes
of the maldistribution of wealth.
The First Annual
Investigative Reporting
Competition
THE BARUCH TRUSTEES COLLEGE FUND
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
STORY IDEAS ANDIOR qUERIES MUST BE SUBMITTED BY FEB. 24,
1999
Take the course...
"ProgreSS &Poverfi:
Henry George School of Social Science
. Chartered by the University ofthe State ofNew York .
121 E. 30thSt., between Lex. & Park Aves.
For the best in depth investigative reporting of issues relevant
to the Baruch College community.
This unprecelented was made possble by a granllrom the Baruch Trestees College lund.
~ niles -.d reguI8lions. I" rWe Feb. 7, 1899.. U.ClIic-.dSlul*lll.ile..a TMT~. tIlm~ d lAelCker EdiIori8I8oea1_ iReligibIe ,
. lor competion Open to students of Baruch eonege only
30
1 Bdrm Co-op Apt for Sale by Owners. 800 sq.ft., light~
quiet, doorman building located on 24th Street and
Third Ave. New heating! air condifioninq units & appli-
ances. Recently painted, lots of closets, great expo-
sure, move-in condition. asking $210K. For appoint-
ment call Mindy ~ (212) 850-0623.
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The Baruch Basketball Teain Goes Undefeated
. ' '. .' . .'..
---------~common? Well,. the lesson is that
you can deprive your fans of basket-
ball, while the players demand mil-
lions of dollars we may never see) .
you can choke your coach, you can
demand trades, you can create the
Amazon.com Bowl, you can bring a
dirty, worn sock to the ring and
wrestle, but as long as you'reenter-
taining someone, people will always
forgive you, cheer you, and come
back for more.
I wish for the sports fanatics, who
cry when their team loses, learn to-
laugh at the' sports they' 'lovesp
much. It's not a natural disaster
when the Jets lose, or the basketball .
season doesn't start on time. Get a
grip and Iearnfo laugh. Aftel"' all,
it~s only a gaiDe.
and plays some of the best defense
in Baruch history. .As soon as the
game begins, the Statesmen apply
their press which is routinelya two-
two-one press. Baruch has speed,
agility and a scrappy playground
style to its defense.. Once steals are
made, players scramble' up the
court and are rewarded for the hus-
tle. This is one of the least selfish
·teams in. CUNY, and the individual
player work ethic is a pleasure
to watch.
This is riot to say that
Baruch is perfect. The team
.still suffers from unneces-
sary turnovers and mental
~ lapses, where the team will
• .•••••• .... w • • ! go scoreless' for whit
t:... :':':':':':'. Statesmen go is entirely up
.' 'I .:.:::::::,,:::, ...::::~¥t1i{ito them. There IS, and this
v.:~~:rb~h::p:~e~;~hc~:~
..~~~~;:iffiBaruchbasketball team. This
..··Mm:f:::?:aDaly~.is. .offered.with..a fe.w._..__
assumprions. made:"noinjuries ~
occur; the team continues to play up
to its potential; Jordan does not
return to the NBA, and by so doing,
confuse the mindset of the players.
On a serious note, this is a gifted
basketball team that must win
CUNY!! The Statesmen remind me
of the Kentucky Wildcats two years
ago. Rick Pitino, then coach of the
Wildcats, knew how to substitute
his players, which is exactly how
Rankis has become. The parallel also
applies toboth teams'energetic style and .
that players from both teams can start
and be stars at other schools, but work
within this system to achieve the only
goal of basketball: a win. As a kid
playing in the junior leagues; you
are reminded to have fun no matter
what the 'outcome of the game. But
-theenly-sure-way to havefua-is to .__.-
simply win.
helped spark the basketball team's
fast breaks. Pento is a little erratic
at times, but he can shoot the long
trey and provides Baruch with- yet
another player that can push the
ball up the court.
The issue of ball handling has been
a problem for past Baruch basket-
ball teams, who had to rely on one or
two players tohandlethe rock. This'
year teams are .confounded when
the week.
.The most impressive aspect of the
basketball, team is that it is no
longer a two player team.
Opponents must now face tenacious
defense from . Frosh G Oliver
Verzosa. Verzosa has been key in
setting the up-tempo style that
Baruch has learned to manipulate.
.Verzosa is not alone in his defensive
.wits.. F Leonara Mitchell has a
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
As the books are opened and the
dust is brushed off the pens, sports
fans are reminded that not all of
Baruch's students were resting over
the break. Not only were they not
resting; but the Baruch basketball
team continued to pound on helpless
victims while remaining undefeated
at 15-0. Moreover, the basketball
team is now ranked 16 in the
nation. The team is off to the
best start in college history!!
It is not altogether surprising
that the Baruch basketball
team has harnessed its talent
into a bulldozer of an attack.
As stated in the November 12,
1998 TICKER issue, Baruch
has a unique opportunity to
take the CUNY championship
if all the' players act out theirW:':' .~..... ··:·:r·"··<·'~~
:-'." '«," -, ",'
designated roles. At the begin-lt..§'f.:~,«.~m~.t:,~·
~~ki~o~S~;deea:~~:~:;erC~~:~.'
he believed hIS skill level and&tH&lWf'::·.:,::/!
~~~~~: ~
gressed. Among Rankis' concerns C David Thomas has a moment to stretch and smile for fhecamer'a. -
were the playing time for his veter-
an players and the number of shots lanky build ideal for steals and players like Mitchell, Pento and
that some players would now have blocks. The crafty Mitchell is sec- Liberato bring the ball up the court.
to take. With so much depth, it was ond in team scoring (12.3, 12th in While Baruch has never had the lux-
clear that players like G Scott CUNY) and leads the team in blocks ury of five to six ballhandlers at
Holloway and F Joe Liberato would (1.3). C Niall Bernard has stepped once, the real significance of the ball
have to play less, but maintain or up his defensive efforts and his handlers is that they. all play differ-
exceed the status quo in terms of newly acquired ability to attack the ent positions. What teams are dis-
production on the court. seams for potential put-backs. covering is that they cannot press
What has happened is truly Veteran G John Percodani, one of Baruch because another player will
remarkable! Holloway has respond- the pure shooters on the team, has bring up the ball. Mismatches
ed by his continual annihilation of also benefited as he has cashed in on abound, when in some cases a taller
defenders, averaging 17.5 ppg (third long bombs that he could not fre- player is forced to defend beyond the
in CUNY), and Liberato has finally. quently get off last year because key and the quicker Baruch players
become the four dimensional player there was too much focus on him. blow right by the defender knowing
that he has always been capable of. Percodani can now use his innate that other players will roam and fill
Liberato is ranked in four different wizardry at locating teammates, the lanes. It is no wonder that the
CUNY categories: eighth in scoring and still sneak in some baskets. As team is outscoring opponents by an
(14.1), fourth in assists (3.8), first in if this were not enough, Baruch has average margin of 20 points.
.steals (3 1), and 10th in rebounds !l~.<i the additional surprise of C One can certainly make the argu-
(6.6). Liberato was additionally DavidThomasIn.I ppg) ancfFroshF- -menftnat!taroch always had talent
named to the Columbus Multimedia Lou Pento (5.6 ppg). Thomas is a a la the Sean McGee and Gerald
player of the week listings. For the workhorse who' adds some much Thomas era. The greater difference
week of January 25, Liberato and needed size to the Baruch lineup. outside of the new players' is that the
Holloway were named co-players of His defense and rebounding have basketball team believes it can win
~-------------------------~-~----C ti d ~ 31 note, he does deserve a second . Falcons. What s up WIth that dance,on znue I rom page
. . . chance. People snap at times. anyway?~~lhon contrac.ts. But for. $14 mil- Besides, think how interesting I'm watching a lot of wresting late-
hon, you ~an s~gn me up nght now. Knicks-Heat games will be. ly, and I see a lot of strange things
Both parties win. The owners get to You know, during the break, I did- happening. One man comes down
mak~ m~ney and the players sure nit watch one bowl game. Not even with a toy horse and calls it Pepe.
are.n t gomg hungry. What else have the Inquest.com Bowl, and I heard Another man comes 'down with a
we learned? Just threaten ~o close that was a good one. I kept that mannequin head, and calls it Head.
up shop, and the party h~ldmg out streak alive when it was time for the The WWF World Champion,
will suddenly ~ee th~ h~ht.. Oh Super Bowl. In fact, about the only Mankind, comes down with a sock
!eah, and Patnck E~g IS ~ot a~ thing r watched during the Super and calls it Socko. And it's th~se
unportant as he thinks he IS. Bowl were the commercials. The wrestlers that are cheered Iike
he~rd he wasn't ~nvited to the Super Bowl just wasn't worth crazy. In fact, some people come to
Knicks first game,.el~er. watching without the-Jets. the arena with Styrofoam heads
~ lot has been.Jreard about the Some teams don't even sound right and old socks to cheer. these
Knicks and Latrell. S~re~ell. Get off having the title "Super Bowl cham- wrestlers on. I wonder how long it
it. All the guy did IS hve out ~ur pions" next to their name. Teams will be before the sock and the head
dreams and choke the boss. H~ sa. like The Seahawks, The Colts, The Join a union and go on strike.
role model to us all. . On a senou~ _'l!U:cc~!l~e_rs, and oh yeah, The . What do all these things have in
•
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